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AFIT/DS/ENG/93-03

Abstract

Boresight Error (BSE), defined as the angular deviation between the true position

and the apparent position of a target as indicated by a radar, is a very important

figure of ment for a tracking radar. Ideally, zero BSE is desired but seldom achieved.

Hence, a capability to accurately predict BSE in the design phase of a new radar

system or to impact modification- of an existing system becomes imperative. Prior

work on the subiect matter is somewhat sketchy and limited in scope. Therefore, this

dissertation undertakes a thorough -nd comprehensive investigation of BSE using a

systems concept so that the final product is applicable to a variety of situations. A

monopulse t'acker was chosen for this study because it possesses superior angle

tracking capability and tt is used in a majority of modem radar systems.

Although thete are many factors tntrinsic and extrinsic to a radat system that give

nse to BSE, the most significant contributor is the protective radome. An incoming

plane wave suffers depolarization and phase front distortion as it travels through the

radome. The net result of these undesirable changes is BSE, resulting in tracking

error and inaccurate target location estimates. Surface integration and Geometric

OptLics (GO) arc two methods commonly used to investigate the effects of a iadome

on BSE. Building on the "consensus" that the ray-trace receive GO propagation

technique offers the "best" compromise between accuracy and computational

intensity, this research effort employed a GO technique which greatly expanded

previous ray-trace receive techniques to include: 1) a uniquely Jefined/developed

vii;



mathematical description for each surface within arbitrary multi-layer tapered

radomes, surface descriptions are generated using a tangent ogive reference surface,

2) an "ideal" taper functioii concept for obtaining optimum BSE prediction

performance, 3) a generalized technique for calculating specular reflection points

within the radome, and 4) the total refractive cffec's along ray propagation paths.

Fortran computer model results were compared with limiting case data (BSE = 0'),

published exper!mentai data, and production system acceptance test data. Limiting

case validation was accomplished using 1) single and multi-layer tapered "a:r"

radomes by setting the relative permittivty and permeability of each layer equal to

one, 2) hemispheric radomcs vith the aperiure gimbal point located at the sphere

center, and 3) radome boresight axis scanning (:hrough the tip). For these cases,

"system" modeling error was less than .06 mRad for all scan angles and polarizations

of interest. "Excellent" (BSE wthin ±1I mRaa) re-ults wCre obtained using a

hemispheric half-wave wall radome witn a displaced aperture gimbal point; predicted

BSE valutts were within ± 1 mRad of published surface integration and measured

experimental data. Likewise, modeled BSE pietictions for the production system

were within -0.5 mRad of measured data over a 300 scan range. Validated model

results were then used to determine overall ray refractive effects on BSE predctton

and found to provide on.ly marginal becefit at the cepense of computational

effif;iency. In conclusiop, all the imtial goals and aims of this research were not only

met but exceeded in this dissertation.

;xI



RADOME DEPOLARIZATION EFFECTS ON
MONOPULSE RECEIVER TRACKING PERFORMANCE

.L Introduction

The ability to accurately locate and track hostile targets either actively or

passively is a key feature in the survival and mission effectivep-rss of a vast majority

of airborne military platforms. Monopulse processing techniques are particularly well

suited for angle tracking Extensive research and development efforts over the past

several decades has led to the proliferation ef monopulse radar tracking systems on

both fixed and airborne platforms [1]. Requirements and techniques for integration

of a complete monopulse radar system, i.e., aperture, receiver, and processor, onto

an airborne platform is not unlke conventional radar systems except for space

limitations. Environmental protection of the radar system is essential and is typically

in the form of a protective cover called a radome. The radome is generally

composed of lcw-loss dielectric materials and streamlined so as not to interfere with

the aerodynamic performance. Although designed to be "transparent" to the

operating range of frequencies. an ni,,,ming plane wave while passing through the

radome is subject zo amplitude attenuation, phase fromL distortion, depolarization, etc.

Hence, the monopulse radar system generally processes a distorted

electromagnetic (EM) wavefront, which results in tracking errors and degraded

performance.



1.1 Motivation

This dissertation provides a detailed analysis of such degrading effects on the

accuracy and tracking performance of a monopulse radar system. This research

effort is also aimed at predicting monopulse tracking performance degradations in the

event a particular "system" component has to be modified to meet changing

requirements. In this context the term "system" applies to an integrated system

consisting of radome, aperture, and monopulse receiver/processor components.

Although numerenus analyses have been performed on individual system components

in the past, modeling capabi:!ties and analysis of the overall system is limited and a'e

typically component specific and seldom flexible enough to accommodate any future

modifications. This research effort combines previously developed modeling

techniques and analysis procedures to model and analyze the entire "front-to-back"

performance of the integrated "system", i.e., incident EM field to boresight tracking

error curve. For given changes to key component parameters the synergistic effect

of the overall system can be predicted. Results will provide a robust analysis

procedure and valuable modeling tool by which system modification effects can be

predicted and analyzed.

1.2 Problem Statement

The problem addressed under the research effort involves accurate

characterization of radome depolarization and phase front distortion effects on

monopulse receiver tracking performance. Degraded tracking performance is best

characterized through analysis of system boresight error (BSE) under varying

2



conditions presented by "system" components. Angular "system" BSE is defined as

the difference between the angle indicated by the monopulse trac1ting system (angle

for which the monopulse system generates NO tracking/pointing correction signal)

and the true target/source location. Source/target location data is typically provided

to aircraft/misile guidance and control systems for use in establishing platform

responses. Any "system" BSE results in an inappropriate platform Lesponse, i.e.,

incorrect guidance/control decision, potentially limiting rmission effectiveness or

causing total system failure. "System" BSE must be accurately predicted and

minimized to ensure cost effective and reliable systems are developed. Previous

research efforts have successfully used BSE prediction as a metric for

establishirg/validating monopulse tracking performance [2, 3, 4. 5, 6]. Predicted

BSE estimates within ± 1 mRAD of measured vaiues are generally regarded as

"excellent" [5] and are typically obtained by propagation models using computationally

intense surface integration techniques [2, 4]. Ray-tracing propagation techniques

were considered as a means lo reduce computational intensity. Comparative studies

of available propagation techniques, i.e., ray-trace receive, ray-trace transmit, plane-

wave spectrum, and surface integration, established a "consensus" that the ray-trace

receive (also called fast rece-iving and backward ray-trace) propagation technique

offers tue best compromise between accuracy and computational intensity for

modierate to large-sized radar/radome systems [3, 5, 6]. Efforts using the ray-trace

receive propagation technique have su:cessfully characterised BSE "response" to

varying "systern" parameters, -.e., radome layer thickness and electrical properties,

E-Field frequenc- and polarizatioi', operating temperatuire, aperture illumination,

3



etc. [4, 6]. However, these efforts experience limited success in predicting actual BSE

values which compare favorably with measured data.

1.3 Approach

The ray-trace receive propagation technique is used for analysis and modeling to

achieve the goal of comput al efficiency. A survey of previous research efforts

which used this propagation technique revealed/identified several areas requiring

"improvement" for obtaining accurate antalysis and modei.ng results. The effects of

ray refraction (deflection/spreading) upon propagating through the radome were not

accounted for in previous efforts. Therefore, refractive effects on BSE prediction had

not been established and needed to be accurately accounted for in the current

analysis and modeling development [3, 6].

The "simple" radome structure models of previous efforts generally provide

limited modeling capability, accurately modeling single layer constant thickness

radomes but providing minimal flexibility for multi-layer tapered radome designs

These "simple" modeling techniques are unacceptable for BSE refractive effect

characterization, requiring improvement for detailed analysis and modeling purposes.

To accurately account for refractive effects in arbitrarily shaped single and multi-layer

radome designs (consisting of both constant and tapered dielectric layers), closed-

form radome surface equations are used in conjunction with Snell's Law of Refraction

to establish ray propagation paths through the radome. Multi-layer radome surface

equations are developed using a tangent ogive reference surface, allowing virtually

all circularly symmetric radome shapes to be accurately analyzed and modeled.

4



Reflected E-Fields within the radome can account for a significant portion of the

error between predicted and measured BSE values [5. 6]. Incident E-Fteld reflection

points are typically calculated via some form of "hint-or-miss" technique. Given an

established reference plane which is perpendicular to the direction of propagation,

rays are traced from uniformly spaced grid points (typically spaced at one-quarter or

one-half wavclength intervals) through the radome to inner urface reflection points.

Rays are reflected and checked to see "if" they intersect the aperture plane [4]. Rays

which intersect the aperture are included in reflected E-Field calculations at the

nearest aperture sample point/element location, non-intersecting rays are excluded.

The current analysis and modeling technique improves on this "hit-or-miss" technique

by calculating ray reflection points. Fermat's principle and variational calculus

techniques are applied to multi-layer surface equations resulting in a system of

equations which provide reflection poi'nt solutions.

1.4 Research Contributions

The following list ýs a summary of research contributions achieved in addressing

the problem of accurately predicting "system" BSE. The contributions are a result

of applying the approach stated in Section 1.4 and provide "improved" BSE prediction

capability. Research contributions include:

(1) A uniquely defined analysis and modeling procedure for "systems" including

a multi-layer tapered radome, providing closed-form equations for each radome

surface relative to a tangent ogive reference sui face.

5



(2) Established "Ideal" taper function criteria for use with (1), resulting in a

procedure which prc;duces a "near" optimum taper function fur BSE prediction.

(3) A generalized analysis procedure and solution technique for calculating

radome reflection points on an arbitrarily shaped reflecting surface. The generalized

solution is reduced to a system of two non-linear transcendental equations with two

unknowns for the case of a tangent ogive reflecting surface.

(4) Propagated E-Field expressions and analysis results using Geometric Optics

and surface equations of (1) accounting for total refractive effects along ray

propagation paths.

(5) A validated "system" model based on (1) thru (4) which predicts BSE

performance using "front-to-back" propagation characteristics. Validation is based

on empirical, published experimental, and production "system" acceptance test data-

"(6) Refractive effect characterization in principle and diagonal scan planes using

the validated model of (5).

6



IL. Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines and highlights background information existing on the

overall analysis and modeling effort for radomes, antennas, and monopulse

techniques. Each section presents an overview of the key component parameters

relevant to this research. Additionally, applicable assumptions are identified and

justified.

2.2 Radomes

A radome is a protective covering which is generally composed of low-loss

dielectrics and designed to be transparent to Electromagnetic (EM) waves of interest.

The actual shape of the radome is application specific and despite best efforts to the

contrary, affects both the aerodynamics of the aircraft and electrical performance of

the radar. Generally, highly streamlined shapes have less drag and can better

withstand precipitation damage; however, electrical performance usually

deteriorates [7]. Generally, the more streamlined a radome shape becomes the

greater the incidence angle a propagating EM wave experiences. Higher EM wave

incidence angles typically increase reflections on the radome's surface, resulting in less

energy being transmitted through the radomr -,all. Additionally, wavefront

"depolarization" occurs as the EM energy propagates through the radome wall.

Depolarization occurs when an EM wave propagates through boundaries

exhibting discontinuous electrical and magnetic properties namely, permittivity E,

permeability l, and conductivity a. The effects of the discontinuities on the

7



propagating wave can be expressed in terms of a transmission coefficient T and a

reflection coefficient r, both of which are generally complex quantities. For uniform

plane wave illumination (a wave possessing both equiphase and equiamplitude planar

surfaces), at an oblique incidence angle on the interface of layered media, both T and

r are functions of - 1) the constitutive parameters on either side of a boundary,

2) the direction of wave travel (incidence angle), and 3) the orientation of the electric

and magnetic field components (wave polarization) [8, 9].

Standard techniques for analyzing plane wave propagation across electrically

discontinbous boundaries generally begin by establishing a plane of incidence. The

plane of incidence is commonly defined as the plane containing both a unit vector

normal to the reflecting interface (boundary) and a vector in the direction of

inoidence (propagation). To analyze the reflection and transmission properties of a

boundary for waves incident at oblique angles with arbitrary polarization, for

convenience, the electric or magnetic fields are decomposed into components parallel

and perpendicular to the plane of incidence . When the elecric field is parallel to

the plane of incidence it is commonly referred to as the Transverse Magnetic (TM)

case. Likewise, when the electric field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence it

is commonly referred to as the Transverse Electric (TE) case [8].

An EM wave is propagated across the boundary by applying the appropriate

parallel or perpendicular transmission/reflection coefficient, i.e., TV, T,, rV o, r,

to the corresponding component of the electric or magnetic fieid. Eqs (1) thru (3)

illustrate this process where the superscript i represents the incident field components,

8



the superscript r represents the reflected field components, and the superscript t

represents transmitted field components. From Eq (2) it is apparent why an EM

wave often experiences depolarization upon propagating through a homogeneous

radome layer. Conditions which cause the parallel and perpendicular transmission

coefficients to differ, either in ampltude or phase, can result in the total transmitted

field exhibiting a polarization which differs from the incident field.

E=lrE• ; Elr (1)

-1 ' ' - (2)

-• -t -, -, (3)
Eýo E+ ; Erl , = + (3)

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate typical variations which occur in perpendicular and

parallel transmission/reflection coetficients. Comparison of these figures shows how

the magnitude of the coefficients varies as a function of constitutive parameters and

incidence angle. Incidence angles which reduce the reflection coefficient to zero are

referred to as Brewster angles [8]. T1e depolarization effect resulting from the

parallel and perpendicular .ransmission coefficients having unequal magnitudes is

graphically illustrated in Figure 3. Clearly, a wave "depolarizaion" betweeii the

incident and transmitted electric field has occurred.

9
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Figure 3. Graphical Representation of Radome Depolarization Etfects

Magnitude and phase differences between parallel and perpendicular reflection

coefficients will result in depolarization upon reflection. Any depolarization occurring

along a direct or reflected propagation path generally introduces a polarization

mismatch between the incident EM field and radar aperture, which reduces aperture

cfficiency and degrades the overall performance. Since the degree of radome

depolarization depends upon the incidence angle and polarization of the incident

wave, and the electrical properties of the radome itself, radome transmission and

reflection coefficients emerged as important parameters for analysis and modeling

purposes in the present research effort.

Previous efforts have effectively utilhzed reflection and transmission coefficients

to characterize overall radome electrical performance [2. 4]. Equations have

emerged and elaborate code has evolved for calculating transmission and reflection

coefficients. This research effort capitalized on past efforts by using equations

12



derived by Richmond for calculating the coefficients [10]. Modifications were made

to the Richmord derivation to make the caiculated output coefficients equivalent to

the more elaborate Periodic Moment Method (PMM) code developed by the Ohio

State University (OSU). The PMM code is capable of analyzing periodic structures

imbedded in an arbitrary number of dielectric slabs of finite thickness [11].

Although compatibiiity with the more sophisticated code was not necessarily a firm

requirement, i. was addressed to 1) assure flexibility and wider use of the analysis and

modeling teibhmque, and 2) provide an alternate source for comparison and validation

of particular components of the model. In both cases, Richmond's development and

the OSU PMM rode were developed for planar dielectric slabs of finite thickness and

infinite extent in both height and width. Their use in approximating T and r for

"locally planar" analysis and modeling cases has been very effective and widely

accepted among the technical community. Generally, "locally planar" conditions exist

at any given point on a specified surface where the radii of curvature of the surface

at that point ate large compared to a wavelength. As explained and justified in detail

later, this research effort concentrated on .system component designs and test conditions

by which locally planar approximations could be enforced.

7he primary reference surface considered in the research effort was the tangent ogwve

for several reasons. First, many practical radomes possess at ieast one surface

(boundary between two adjacent layers) which is either truly a tangent ogive surface

or some slight variation thereof. Second, a tangent ogive surface can be expressed

by a closed-form analytic expression making it a useful reference surface for

generating closed-form expressions for non-ogive surfaces. Third, the tangent ogive

13



radome shape has been analyzed extensively. As such, a wealth of empirical and

measured data exists for comparison and validation purposes. Lastly, a majority of

practical tangent ogive iadomes have plhysical dimensions that are large compared

to their design wavelength. Therefore, the radius of curvature at any point on the

radome's surface through which the radar aperture must look" is large in comparison

to one wavelength. Thii condition makes local!y planar tcchniques valid fcr analyzing

overall system performance and at the same time satisfies the locally planar

requirement for calculating transmission and reflection coefficients.

"There are two widely used metheds for analyzing radome transmission and

reflection properties. The surfate integration method calculates the field distaibutior.

due to the antenna on the inner radome surface at a number of ciscrete points and

the far.field response as an integration over the outer surface of the radome,

accounting for the transmissivity effects [12]. This method ir the most accurate but

is also much more time consu, aing to implement (computationaily intense). The

second method is ray tracing (geometrical optics) where transmitted rays are assumed

to pass directly through the radome wall and reflected rays are assumeO to originate

at the point of incidence. The tiansmitted electric field at a given point is found by

considering an incident ray which would pass through ,he point with the slab removed

and then weighting the field of this ray with the appropriate insertion transmission

coefficient [4]. Although the ray tracing method does nct accurately predict sidelobe

performance outside those nearest to the main beam, it accurately characterizes the

properties of the main beam itself.

14



Figure 4 illustrates an application of the ray tracing method to an arbitrarily

shaped radome enclosing a phased array antenna. Given a specific reference plane

location, a ray normal to the reference plane is traced through the radome to a

specified element location on the aperture. At the ray intersection point on the outer

surface of the radome, a surface normal vector is calculated and the ray's angle of

"incidence determined. Invoking the locally planar approximations, transmission and

reflections coefficients are calculated and used to weight appropriate field

components of the incident EM wave.

MAIN BEAM RAYS

RMDOME

IMAGE LOBE RAYS
(FIEFi.ECTEO)

Figure 4. Ray Tracing: Main Beam and Image Lobe Rays

The main beam (direct) rays are determined directly by weighting the appropriate

parallel and perpendicular field components of the incident wave. The image lobe

•_---• 1-



(reflected) rays identified in Figure 4 are quite different. A typicel radome creates

an image lobe(s) anytime significant reflections ex;st within the radome. As seen in

the figure, an image lobe ray actually experiences the effects of both reflection and

transmission as it propagates. For ray tracing analysis image lobe rays must be

weighted by both a transmission and reflection coefficient.

2.3 Antennas

Many characteristics/parameters are used to describe the performance of an

antenna, including: radiation pattern (field or power pattern), input impedance,

polarization, gain, directivity, half-power beam%,idth (HPBW), first-null beamwidth,

side lobe level (SLL), etc. Although all thts characteristics are considered important

for various analysis purposes, not all were considered to be key to the success of this

research effort. Two of these characteristics were considered of primary importance in

the overall system analysis for this research effort, namely, the radiation pattern and the

polarization.

The radiation pattern of an antenna is a graphical representation of its radiation

properties as a funcnon of spacial coordinates. A radiation pattern typicaily displays

the variation in the "field strength" (field pattern) or the "pover density" (power

pattern) as a function of angle. Henceforth, any reference in this dissertation to

antenna radiation pattern, oi simply antenna pattern, is impliifly referring to the

antenna "field pattern" and will be designated as f(0,4). The two variables 0 and 0

allow for the field pattern to vary in two dimensions and f(0,tf) is considered to be

the field pattern as observed in the antenna's far-field.
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The primary antenna type cosidered wav a planar phased array with corporate feed.

A corporate feed structure is an equal path-length branching nework. The electrical

path length from the central terminal to all phase shifters is the same and the feed

provides a broadside wavefront for the phase shifters to operate on [14]. This choice

was believed reasonable considenog that a vast majority of modem airborne

platforms utilize this specific technology to meet their aperture needs. Additionally,

a relatively "simple" method exists for obtaining monopulse operation from a phased

array antenna. Details of this method and the radiaticn patterns required for

accurate monopulse performance are provided in Secdion 2.3, Monopulse Processing.

A phased array aperture is an antenna whose main beam maximum direction or

pattern shape is primaraly cont-clled by the relati.'e phase of the element excitation

currents on the array [13]. The spacial orientation of the basic radiating elements

which form the array structure is somewhat arbitrary, depending on the desired

o,verall array performance. Howeser, the basic planar phased array antenna typically

consists of equally spaced elements on a rectangular grid. As with linear arrays,

grating lobes are one of the major concerns during array design. Grating lobe, are

additional maxima which appear in the field pattern ý&lth intensities nearly equal to

the intensity of the main beam. The effects of radiative grating lobes are

minimized/eliminated by unsuring the distance between any two adjacent elements

w:thin the array is less than one wavelenýth (1). Generally, the spacing between any

two adjacent array elements is maintained at one-half a wavelength (ý.2).

In analyzing the field pattern of array antennas the prnciple of "pattern

multiplication" if often used. A. shown in Eq (4), pitetn multiplication allows the
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array field pattern f(e,4) to be factored into the product of the element pattern,

-f,(0,), and the array factor, AF(0,4b). The element pattern, f,(0,ý), is the field

pattern of a typical element within the array. The complex C. term in Eq (4)

represents mutual coupling effects for the nth array element. Although the value

of C. is dependent on element location, mutual coupling effects are generally

assumed to be identical for all elements within the arra). This is particularly true for

densely populated arrays which use amplitude tapers for pattern control.

Nf(Od• =fO,•AFOA) -f(0,,ý)• Cý ,, exp f - •') (4)

I. A e"- (5)

The array factor AF(e,4) is the field pattern of the array when the elements are-

replaced by point sources (isotropic radiators) excited by the same current amplitudes

and phases as the original elements [13]. The vector F. is a position vector from the

coordinate origin to the element position and i is a unit spherical radius vector for

the same coordinate system. The I, term in Eq (4) represents the complex excitation

current of the nih array element and may be expressed as given in Eq (5), where A.

and a. are real quantities representing the amplitude and phase of the excitation

current, respectively. Assuming the array of elements and feed network form a

passive reciprocal structure, the phased array will exhibit identical field patterns for
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both transmission and reception 114]. This assumption may not be valid if the feed

network contains any non-linear or directive components such as ferrite phase shifters

or amplifiers. For the research effort a passive reciprocal array structure was assumed

allowing for reciprocity to be invoked wh'enever necessary.

The polarization of the antenna array is the second characteristic of importance

to the research effort. Mutual coupling between array elements, seen earlier to cause

the element field patterns to vary from element to element, can cause a

depolarization effect, i.e., the phased array may exhibit a polarization unlike the

polarizatioa of the individual elements [13]. For maximum coupling of energy

between an EM wave and an antenna to occur the polarization of the wave and the

antenna must be matched.

In practice a true polarization match between an incident EM wave and receiving

antenna is seldom achieved. Design and manufacturing limitations both contribute

to degraded antenna performance, resulting ;n the antenna's polarization state being

less than "pure". Also, the medium through which the EM wave must propagate to

reach the antenna aperture will likely degrade the purity of the incident wave's

polarization. This latter case was discussed in detail in Section 2.1, Radomes, where

significant polarization variations were seen to occur as a result of radome design and

materials. The electric field transmitted by the radome was seen to vary significantly

as the angle of incidence of the incident electric field was varied.

To account for the effects of polarization mismatch between antennas and

incident waves, the concept of a Polarization Loss Factor (PLF) is introduced. The

term loss is used since a polarization mismatch results in a condition where the
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amount of power extracted from an incoming wave by an antenna will not be

maximum [13]. The PLF between an antenna and incident electric field may be

defined as given by Eq (6) where ý, is a complex unit vector defining the polarization

of the incident wave, ý, is a complex unit vector defining the polarization of the

antenna, and TP is the angle between the two unit vectors [15].

PLF = IvI. I'2 = 1*,hI2 (6)

The PLF can vary between zero and one with a PLF = i representing an

ideally polarized (perfect match) condition and a PLF = 0 representing an

orthogonal (total mismatch) condition. These tMo extreme cases are referred to as

"co-polarized" (PLF = 1) and "cross-polarized" (PLF = 0) conditions [13]. Neither

of these two extremes aie likely to occur in practice. However, the terms co-

polarized and cross-polarized are generally used to describe an antenna's response,

as done throughout this dissertation. A polarization reference direction is established

to coincide with the polarization direction of the aperture elements. Fields are then

resolved into components which are perpendicular (cross-polarized) and parallel (co-

polarized) to this reference direction.

This convention was used in Section 2.1 where the reference polarization direction

was established as the antenna's polarization direction. An electric field radiated by

the antenna was then propagated through the radome resulting in a transmitted

electric field polarization -vector which had "rotated". Appl)ing reciprocity, the overall

antenna/radome system would now respond to EM waves with polarization states
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different from the aperture. The depolarization effect of the radome alters the

response of the original system, a system designed by assuming ideal transmission and

reflection properties for the radome.

2.4 Monopulse Processing

To actually define/describe what constttutes a monopulse receiver/processor

system is difficult and varies from author to author. However, the concept that

"monopulse" implies determining the relative bearing of a radiation source by

analyzing the received characteristics of a "single pulse" of energy from that source

is consistently seen throughout literature. This "single pulse" tracking/locating is

typically accomplished by one of three basic monopulse techniques. These three

techniques are characterized by the manner in which angle information is extracted

from the received signal and mnclude amplitude-comparison, phase-comparison, and

amplitude-phase-comparison (a conbination of ihe two previous techniques) [16].

System processing requirements for implementing each technique can vary

significantly as will be seen throughout the course of this discussion.

Amplitude Comparison Monopulse (ACMP) processing is perhaps the simplest

form of "single pulse" processing. A basic ACMP system typically consists of an

antenna system, receiver/processor, and a display. and is generally used as a baseline

reterence for analysis and discussion purposes In the baseline system, the antenna

system employed typically consists of a pair of radiating elements having identical

field patterns, say f(0). These radiating elements are physically located in such a

manner that their field pattern maximums occur at angles of t 0, with respect to the
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antenna system's boresight axis (0 = 0"), 0, is referred to as the "squint" angle. This

same field pattern relation may also be achieved by a phased array antenna via

electronic beam steering techniques. Henceforth, these two field patterns will be

referred to as f1(O) for the 0 - 0, pattern and f,(0) for the 0 + 0, pattern. The

voltages corresponding to each antenna output will be referred to as v, and v. for the

f,(0) and f,(0) field patterns, respectively. These voltages may be expressed as:

V1 Al e 1'f(O - 6ý) = Al ej'/'f(0) (7)

v, = A 2e' Af(O + 06,) A. e'A'f 2 (0) (8)

where A,, fl, and A,, 6, are proportional to the amplitude and phases associated

with an impinging EM waveftont on antenna #1 and antenna #2, respectively. These

equations indicate that the antenna voltages developed are in general complex

quantities. At this point no consideration has been given to the EM wave

polarization match/mismatch conditions. Rather, it has been assumed here that the

po!anzation of the impinging wave identically matches the polarization of the

antennas being used, a condition not existent in a practical situation. This matched

polarization assumption is carried throughout the remainder of the monopulse

discussion. Polarization effects identified earlier in Section 2.2 as both cross-polarized

and co-polarized antenna field pattern effects will be incorporated into the equations

later since the study and analysis of these effects was the prnmary concern of the

research effort.
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A basic ACMP system typically accomplishes angle tracking by forming a ratio

consisting of the "difference" (del or A) between the antenna voltages to the

"sum" (z) of the antenna voltages. Since phased array antenna systems can

independently form any desired set of radiation patterns, within practical limits, the

"sum" and "difference" patterns are usually formed directly rather than by addition

and subtraction of outputs of the individual field patterns fl(O) and f2(0) [1]. As such,

outputs of the individual beams may not be available for analysis anywhere in the

system. The ACMP ratio formed is as expressed in Eq (9).

A del vi- v 2 ____(9)

Ssum v 1 Iv 2  v2

V I

Antenna voltages v, and v, are generally complex quantities resulting in the

monopulse processing ratio of Eq (9) also being complex. However, a couple of

simplifying assumptions are often made for analyzing the basic ACMP system. These

assumptions include the antennas having collocated phase centers and the source of

radiation being located in the far-field (plane wave incidence) These assumptions

result in a condition where f3, equals 02 causing the monopulse processing ratio to be

purely real (in this case the relative phase difference between the sum and difference

is zero degrees).

Because of its role in indicating error, i.e., a source located left/right of boresight

results in a ratio with relationships indicating both magnitude (how far off boresight)
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and phase (which direction off toresight), the ratio signal is often referred to as the

"error signal", as will be done throughout the remainder of the dissertation. A steep

slope on the error signal curve represents a high degree of sensitivity to changes in

source location whereas a shallow slope represents a low degree of sensitivity. The

error signal generated by the ACMP receiver/processor is generally used for either

indicating the location of a radiating source via some form of visual display or to

correct the pointing direction of the boresight axis. The actual use of the error signal

was not the focus of the research effort; the error signal itself is analyzed under vatying

conditions presented by the antenna and radome components.

Phase Comparison Monopulse (PCMP) is similar to ACMP in that both require

the same basic components (antenna system, receiver/processor, display). However,

the design and functions of these components, especially the antenna and

receiver/processor, may vary significantly. The basic PCMP system utilizes a pair of

antenna elements with identical field patterns f(O), similar to the ACMP system. A

major difference in the two monopulse systems is that the antenna elements in the

PCMP system are not squinted but physically displaced by distance d. This

separation effectively separates the antenna phase centers. The antenna phase center

is a point, located on the antenna or in space, whereby fields radiated by the antenna

and reterenced to this point are spherical waves with ideal spherical wavefronts or

equiphase surfa,,es [15]. Under far-field conditions parallel ray approximations are

used to estimate antenna output voltages. The expressions given by Eqs (10)

and (11) represent typical source to observer approximations where R is the distance

from the antenna coordinate axis and r,/r, are the distances from the antenna
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elements tci the source. These approximations for the amplitude and phase remain

valid provided the condition that d < < R is maintained.

AMP : r1 - R r2  (10)

PHASE:, r, R + ()sinO ; r2 =R -(d) sin (11)

Given these approximations and considering only single source illumination, the

voltages present at each of the antennas' terminals may be expressed as given by

Eq (12) and (13) where A and p represent the amplitude and phase of the source,

respectively. The approximate forms of v, and v2 in Eqs (i2) and (13) clearly show

that while the magnitudes of v, and v, vary with source location, they are equivalent

for all values of 0. Therefore, no angle discriminating information is contained in the

voltage magnitudes. However, the equations do indicate a difference between the

phase terms in the approximate voltage forms of v, and v2. Each phase term is seen

to vary with the antenna separation distance d, the wave number K = 2ir/), and the

source location 0. Because angle discriminating information is contained only in the

phase difference between the two antenna voltages, the term phase-comparison is

applied. Using Eqs (12) and (13) the phase difference AO between voltages v, and

v2 may be expressed as given by Eq (14).

v, A (01) A e j( f() (12)
R
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v2 =f2(02) Ae-Jr) A - (13)
r2  R

ONA = - 402 = KdsinO = 2)di

The Afp expression of Eq (14) characteristically represents an interferometric

variation of At as 6 is varied and exhibit avorable characteristics for processing

source tracking/locating data, specifically, a linear response with a positive slope

passing through zero at 0 = 0* the source location. This condition is consistent

with resufts shown previously for the ACMP processing system with one major

exception. The PCMP system exhibits several positive slope lines passing through

zero in the presence of single source illumination (usually referred to as ambiguities).

Since the location of these ambiguities is dependent on the antenna separation

distanced and wavelength ). of the arriving signal, care must be taken in the PCMP

processing to ensure erroneous angle data is not used Similar processing techniques

are often used for both the ACMP and PCMP type systems. In reality even practical

ACMP systems exhibit these interferometric effects. It is practically impossible to

perfectly align/generate squinted beam patterns with coincident phase centers, a fact

neglected in the previous discussion of the ACMP system.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, Antennas, the primary antenna configuration

considered for analysis and modeling throughout the research is the phased array
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aperture with a corporate feed. This choice was deemed reasonable considering that

a vast majority of modern airborne platforms use phased array technology to meet

their aperture requirements. The research effort concentrated on a "simple" method

for obtaining nionopulse operation. Figure 5 depicts how an array antenna can be

divided into symmetrical quadrants/sections. The outputs of all elements within each

quadrant/section are summed to produce sum signals/beams, one per

quadrant/section, which are then in turn combined to form appropriate antenna

system sum and difference voltages [1].

SSUM CHANNEL 1

+ +

DEL CHANNEL

Figure 5. Phased Array Monopulse Processing

The component blocks identified by the large ý label in Figure 5 represent the

complex we'ghtmgs which drive the individual array elements. The "corporate" feed

structure feed:;ig the weights is designed such that the path length from the central
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terminal (one per section) to the weighting functions is the same and thus the feed

provides a broadside wavefront for the weighting functions to operate on [14].

Complex weighting functions allow for both amplitude and phase variations to be

applied across the array aperture, i.e., from element to element. By providing

amplitude variation across the aperture it is possible to obtain optimum radiation

patterns. For the research effort, uniform, cosine (radial), and Taylor amplitude

distributions were considered. Uniform and cosine amplitude tapers were considered

primarily for comparison with existing measuzed data and the Taylor amplitude taper

considered since it generally provides the highest antenna gain for a given sidelobe

level. It has also been shown that for monopulse processing systems the Taylor

weighting provides the greatest monopulse sensitivity slope factor and efficiency for

a given sidelobe ratio [17]. Phase control is typically used in a phased array to

perform beam steering. However, electronic beam steering via element phase control

may introduce some asymmetrical antenna properties. For completeness and overall

analysis and modeling robustness, electronic scanning of the phased array aperture was

considered within the scope of the research effort. Throughout the analysis and

modeling validation phase, comparisons between mechanically scanned and

electronically scanned results are made when appropriate.
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III. Multi-Layer Radorne

3.1 Introduction

This section provides the motivation and development of the multi-layer radome

equations used in the analysis and modeling of the overall radome, antenna, and

monopulse receiver system. The approach taken in regard to the multi-layer radome

orientation drind structure was driven by several factoIs. First, a method was required

to analyze and model tapered radomes since such structures minimize internal

reflections and variation of insertion 9hase delay as a function of antenna look angle.

Seconid, because Geometric Optics (GO) is employed, a surface normal vector is

required for a given point within the radome. The task of determining a surface

normal vector is simplified if the surface is mathematically describable by a function

which is differentiable with respect tio,, variahles of the specified coordinate system.

In this case, the gradient of the fun-tion pro-,ide- the surface normal vector. Lastly,

the prohte~ation of "tangent ogiie" shaped radomes in missile and aircraft applicat:ons

irrake this a realistic shape for analysis and modeling purposes. The quotation marks

are added to emphasize that a radome may exhibit a shApe whosc overall appearance

is consistent with a tangent ogive's appearance without actually contaiomng an) "true"

tangent ogive surfaces. A tangent ogive surface is considered since it will be used as

a "reference" surface for the remainder of the development. The analysis proceeds

by considering d single layer radome consisting of a tangent ogive reference surface

separated from a second surface by a specified amount. Expressions derived for the

single !ayer radome are then extended to the multi-layer radome.
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Figure 6 Tangent Ogive Surface

The tangent ogive radome is perhaps the most commonly used and modeled

radome shape. t can be thought of as a compromise between the desirable

aerodynamic performance of a cone and the desirable electrical performance of a

hem;sphere [6]. The tangent ogive, illustrated in Figure 6, is a surface of revolution

generated by rotating a circular arc about a cord (every plane tangent to its base is

perpendicular to the base plane). The surface of a tangent ogive is completely

described by its genrirating radius R and base diameter W. For a tangent ogive which

has mts base plane ,a the x-y plane such that its tip lies or, the z-axis, as illustrated in

Figure 6 for a right-hand coordinate system, any point which lies on the ogive surface

satisfies Eq (15) where 0 :5 z _s L The ogive length L along the z-axis is given
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by Eq (16). The 'fineness ratio" of a radome is defined as the ratio 1./W For typical

radomes the fineness ratio is greater than one and Eq (16) can be used to show that

R > W.

(15)g(x,y.Z) = ýf R _- z2 - xRT_7 y- W12 - R = 0 (5

L = JR
2 - (R-W12)2  (i6)

In its rectangular form, the right-hand side of Eq (15) can be seen to represent

the radni of curvature for a family of circles which lie in planes parallel to the x-y

plant and which vary in length along the z-axis. Therefore. to generate a second

surface located on either the inside or outside of the reference tangeut Cgive surface

an additional radius factor can be subtracted or added to the right-hand side of *he

equation, subtiaction generates an inner surface whereas addition generates an outer

surface. It is this additional radius factor which will be established in the

development of the single layer radome equations.

3.2 Single La)er Development

For a single layer radome the geometry of Figure 7 is used for de',eloping the

surface equations. It is assumed that the desired tapef function t(6) for the radome

layer is known, ie, t(O) can be specified based on the desired iadome electrical

performance as a function of antenna look angle 8. Tne reference ogive surface is
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specified by the parameters R, and W, with R, > W, yielding fineness ratios greater

thain one and satisfying the spnerica, coo&dinate form of the tangent ogive equation

as given by Eq (17). Since die surtace is symmetric in 4; the analysi: is simplified by

consideting the ep = G" plane (x-7 plane) frr equation Jvedopmwnt, the ,esults of

which -ire readily zvtendable for ýjny arbIi:rarv yae

I- g(r,a)

, i

Figure 7. Single Layer Radome Geometry

gRre) = - r2COSNO) - rsin(O) +'/2 - R 0
(17)

for K,/2 !• r :5 L, and 0 :5 0 !g -1
2
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As shown in Figure 7 tz(O) represents the radius parameter required to be

added/subtracted front the reference surface in order to generate the outer/inner

surface, respectively. The goal is to determine the function tz(0) required to modify

g,,r,0) such that the desired second surface is generated. For a specified value of 0

the law of cosines may be applied tu the geometry of Figure 7 to solve for Ro(O). By

computing the roots of a quadratic equation while enforcing the conditions R, > W,

and 0 _< 0 :5 v/2, Ro(0) can be derived as summarized in Eqs (18) thru (22).

Applying Law of Cosines

(18)

R, Ro (0) ÷ K' - 2 K Ro(6) cos(:/2 + 0)

R,(0) ý {2 Ksin(0)})Rk(0) {K- ( } 0 (09)

where: K, = R, - W,/2

Applying Quadratic Equation

Subject to: R, > W, and 0 !;0 • itl2 - Ro(0) > 0 - Take + Sign
(20)

-2K sin(0) ± -- 4(K' - R,)Ro(O) = 4,i()

Ro(0) = -Ksi(0) ± R+ .r2[sm2(0) _I] (21)
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R0(fj) = ¢R• - K,2ros2(0) - K,sin(6) (22)

With Ro() determined the process of determining tz(O) continues by calculating

the coordinates identified as x'(0) and z'(0) in Figure 7. Once calculated per

Eq (23), these coordinates are substituted into the expression given by Eq (24) to

obtain the final form expression for tz(0). The final tz(0) expression is then added

to the reference surface as shown in Eq (25) to obtain g(r,0). Eq (25) represents the

spherical coordinate expression for the radome's second surface and possesses the

charactenstic of being differentiable with respect to all coordinate variables over the

desired range of 0 values. It is evident from Eq (25) that g(r,0) identically equals

zero when r = A(0) for the desired range of r and 0 values. Therefore, the

equation of the second surface can be simplified as shown in Eqs (26) thru (28).

x'(0) • - z'(O)2 +W,/2 - R, (23)

---- Z'(6) = [(0) + t(O)Icos(O) -

'6)= F[RJ(0 + t(0)1' - z'(0)2 - Xl'(0)

rz(0) = A(m)sin(0) - , - A2(0)cosN(0) - W,12 R,

where: A(0) = R,(0) + t(9)
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g(r,e) = g,4,(r,) - V,((O)) 0

- r~as~0) - A(O~os2(0)(25)
g(r,e) 0

+ [A(O) - rlsin(O)

g(r,0) 'A(O) - r =R0(O) + t(O) - r = 0 (26)

g (r, 0)= ýR,2 K,2 s2(0) -K, si (0) + t(0) - r 0

for K, =R, - WT(7

g(r,e) ( R,-(1, - 4ýI2 2cosN0O) - (P?, - W,/2)sin(e) t(O) - r 0 0 28

for {W,12 + t(it/2)} r ( L, + t(0)) and 0 s 0 !; nn/
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3.3 Multi-Layer Development

Extending the single layer derivation process to the multi-layer radome is the next

task. The radome geometry and coordinate orientation for an rn-layer radome are

shown in Figure 8. For the multi-layer development, let:

m = Total number of radome layers, including any resulting from the
introduction of an artificial reference surface.

k = Total number of radome layers inside the reference
surface, 0 _ k _ m.

i = Surface number under consideration, 1 < i < m + 1.

t,(O) = Taper of the iP layer relative to the P' surface, specified in
the ý direction.

ts,(0) = Taper "sum" (equivalent taper) of the P' layer relative to the
reference surface.

x,y

M r

LAYER
NUMBER

2

z
1 r I m+ P

SURFACE NUMBER

Figure 8. Multi-Layer Radome Geom-try
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For the rn-layer radome there are a total of m+ 1 surfaces for which equations

must be generated. As with the single layer radome development, the surface

labeled r in Figure 8 is a 'tue" tangent ogive surface used as a reference. The

reference surface r need NOT be an actual surface of a radome layer. An "artificiar'

reference surface may be introduced anywhere between the radome's inner and outer

surfaces provided the taper functions ts,(0) and t,(6) can be specified for each

radome surface.

The following derivation and analysis process applies to any arbitrar~iy shaped

radome which when oriented as shown in Figure 8, 1) has all layer surfaces

independent of 4), i.e., symmetric about the z-axis in any given 4) plane, 2) has at least

one surface which satisfies the tangent ogive equation g,X(r,O) or at least a cross-

sectional area such that a tangent ogive curve lies entirely between the radome's

inner and outer surface, thereby allowing for an artificial reference surface to be

introduced, and 3) is constructed such that a taper function t,(O) can be

determined/described for each layer, including any artificial layers introduced by an

artificial reference surface.

Considering the P' surface of the multi-layer radome, the first task is to derive an

expression for the total taper sum ts,(0). As previously defined, ts,(O) represents the

"sum" or equivalent taper of the P' radome surface relative to the reference surface

Once calculated ts,(O) can be substituted into the A(6) expression of Eq (26) to

obtain g,(r,0). G,(r,O) represents the surtace equation describing the shape of the i',

sturface. For a given 6 value the taper function for the inner most radome surface

ts,(6) can be expressed as shown in Eq (29).
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ts1 (6) = -•t,(o) (29)
J-1

The taper value of the tnner most surface for a specified 0 value is simply the

negative of the sum of all t,(0) values prior to the reference surface. Therefore, the

taper value for the i" surface is obtained by adding the sum of all t,(0) values prior

to the i' surface to ts1(0) as shown in Eq (30). Given Eq (30) the final mathematical

expression for ts,(0) is obtained by the development process provided in Eqs (31)

thru (35), resulting in the final expression as given by Eq (36).

(1-1) (,-1) k

ts,(e) = E t/(o) + zs$(o) rtj(o) - t'(6)
.- i i.i (30)

forl 1 ! m+l

Expanding The Finite Sum Expression:

+ [ti(o) + to) ...- + r. )I (31)

r (O j - ti(O) + t2(6) + .. + r()

For k > (i-1)
(32)

ts,(o) = -{t1(6) + rt,,(6) +.. + tk(o)}
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For k< qi-1)

,( = {tk ) + 4. 2•(o) + . t,.,(O) (33)

Fork (i-1).• ~(34) 2.

ts'(0) = 0

Define Signum (i-k-l) as Follows.

1 -1, i < (k +1) (35)

sgn(i-k-!) -0, i = (k+1)

1+1, z > (k+1)

Letting q = max(i-1,k) and s = rain(i-1,k) + I shen,

ts, (0) = sg (i -k - ) E t, (0) (36)

for 1 . i s m+1

The ts,(O) functon of Eq (36) represents the total taper value to be added to the

reference surface for any given value of 0. It can be substituted directly into the

single layer radome A(rj) e'oression of Eq (26) to provide the final form expression

for g(r,0). The final expressions obtained are as given by Eqs (37) and (38). As wzth

g,(r,0) .nd gkr.0), g(r,0) is independent of (ý and is differertiable with respect to

both r and 0 over the sptc.,fied varia'ble rangelo
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g,(rO) - A,(0) - r = R,(() + is,(0) - r = 0 (37)

gj~r,O) = -(R, - w,/2)2cos2(0) - (R, - W,12)sin(O) + ts,(0) - r 0
(38)

for 1 -im+l , 0:O<On/2

and [W,12 + s,(1t12)] ýr [L, + s,(0)]

Since ts,(0) can be explicitly solved for in Eq (38), this equation proves to be very

useful if the ,ntroduction of an "artificiat' reference surface is required. Given the r-O

profile for one of the radome's actual surfaces, i.e., a set of (r,O) points which lie on

th'e actual radome surface, a corresponding ts(O) profile is obtainable via direct

substitution of the (r,O) values into Eq (38). Numerical interpolation and

approximatior techniques such as Lagrangian, Hermite, cubic splines, etc., may then

be employed to develop the required ts(0) function [18] The only restriction on

the best fit approximation is that the ts(O) function derived be at least once

differentiable with respect to 8.

The GO ray irdcirg method employed requires a surface normal to be obtained

for any arbitrary point on the i" surtace. Since Eq (38) mathematically describes the

i' surface and varies only as a function spherical coordinates r and 0, a spber:cal

coordinate gradient may bc utilized to calculate surface normal ,'ectors. The

spherIcl gradient vector compunents G(r,0) and G,r(r,O) are next calculated. From
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the definition for the spherical gradient of a function varying only in r and I, Eq (39),

the normal vector components are obtained.

a ,-,ol ,(r,,O) ,- -P + [g, (,-O)l
dr r(39)

G G,,(r,0) i + Gh(rO)

G,:(r,6) -= cg,(r,)o = -1 (40)

1 a 1

G,,,(r,O) a = r0
ae (41)

-= kot T";- co)i - K,sin(o) + •:)-, _rI

G•(r,0) = (1/2)(-K,')(2c.s0)(-sin0) K2cos0 1 A- [z,(0) (42)
-(r,6) r r d (01

K,cos()I Ksin(O(0) r rG'h,(rO) =~ (02 - 1 + d0 (O)

rVRr - Kcos (0) r (43)

where K, = R, - W,12
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The expressions given by Eqs (40) and (43) for G,(r,O) and G,h(r,O) are the result

of taking partial derivatives of g,(r,0) with respect to r and 0, respectively. These

results are substituted into Eq (39) to obtain the surface normal vector.

3.4 Taper Functions

Two specific radome taper functions are considered, namely, 1) a constant taper

thickness as measured along the radome surface normal direction and 2) an "idear'

taper function based on constant electrical thickness as a function of look angle 0.

The constant thickness taper development is included here for completeness and

validation purposes. Radomes with constant thickness tapers are perhaps the most

extensively analyzed in literature. Therefore, a wealth of empirical and measured

range data exists for verificatwon of analysis and modeling results. The concept of an

"idear' taper function is introduced as a means by which an optimum radome taper

may be developed. Similar to the multi-layer surface equation development, the

"idear' taper function development is unique to this research effort.

Under the assumptiun of locally-planar surfaces at ray-radome intersection points,

transmission characteristics of Electromagnetic (EM) waves can bc derived using

dielectric slab propagation methods. As an EM wave propagates through a dielectric

slab it will experience a phase change, i.e., a phase shift as it propagates from the

incident surface to the transmit surface. For both the constant and "idea!' taper

function developments it is necessary to introduce the concept of "electrical

thickness". Letting i, represent the amount of phase shift as measured at points

along the surface normal direction, the "elecrrical tnickness" d, of a lossless dielectric
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slab can be expressed as shown in Eq (44). In this equation d, represents the slab

thickness as measured along the surface normal direct'on, ). is the free-space

wavelength of the propagating wave, c, is the ielative dielectrtc constant of the slab,

and 0, is the incidence/design angle be eca the •u•face normal vector and wave

propagation direction vector. Letting N7, ir n Eq (44) results in what is called

an "Nth-order wall" satisf~'ing the expression given by Eq (45) [6, 7].

d, d' - e7•'! sin,0, (Wavelengths) (44)

For an Nth-Order Dielectric Slab:

d - _ for N = 1,2,3,... (45)

Two commonly considered cases are when N = I and N = 2, corresponding to

"half-wave" wall and "full-wave' wall designs at the specified design angle of 0,. All

Nth-order wall designs exhibit characteristi-s such that reflections from the transmit

surface cancel reflections from the incident surface, thereby, resulting in maximum

transmission of thie incident wave. Also, at the design angle both parallel and

perpendicular polarization componei~ts experience zero reflection, maximum and

equal transmittance. and equal insertion phase delays. These characteristics and

Eq 145) strictly hold for lossiess material! but are good approximations for tile low-

loss materials normally used in radome structures [7).
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x,y

WI g,(rB)

S R, R,

Figure 9. Geometry For Constant Taper Function

3.4.1 Constant Taper Function. For constant thickness radomes an "optimum"

combination of dielectric constant and design angle 0, is selccted by thecretical or

empirical methods. With N, e. and 0, specified, Eq (45) is used to calculate the

appropriate normal thickness d.. Relative to a tangent ogive reference surface, a

constant taper generates an additional ogive surface located either inside or outs;de

of the reference surface. The new surface generated must satisfy Eq (46) where the

subscript "c" is used to denote "constant" surface quantities as identified in Figure 9.

S= -- r~cos20 - rsin0 + 2 -W R,=0
(46)

r,- =< Ksin0 + R - k<cos0 for K, = R,/2 -. R,
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g,(r,,e6) IF2--1- - r~sinO + W,/2 - Rr (7

k, rsin6 k/R2,Kcls2o for KW,/2 -R,

Given the tangent ogive reference surface param eters R, and W,, spherical

coordinate r, may be expressed as given by Eq (47). From Figure 9 it is apparent

that ts,(6) = r.- rr, for all 0 :s 0 :s 7rI2. Using Pt~1s relationship and Eqs (46)

and (47) the taper sum function of Eq (48) is obtained where the additio'nal

relatiorishlp that R, = k, las beer. utilized. This taper sum exýpressi:)n is subst~tuted

into the g.(r,0) expression of Eq (38) to obtain the fina! surface equatior for a

constant thickness taper. The derivat ion process is completed by differentia iag ts,(e)

with respect to 0. Results are sho~n in Eq (49) which is ithe required denvative term

for calculating surface gradlent components of Eq (43). ht can be shown that Eq (49)

is valid over the requiied 0 range.

rs'(6) = r, - r

=? - K, cos20 - 12- kos0(48)

=(,R, -d. K-, c-1 0 jRK, cos; 0

VIR ý d) co s2 0 Fvf -k,' 0
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3.4.2 "Idea!' Taper Function. if for every possible combination of antenna

element location and propagatior, direction the radome normal thickness d. can be

modified. i.e.. varied in accordance wixh Eq (45) such that each propagating ray

experiences equiý'alent amplitude attenuation and phase delay, the radome would

possess "idea[' propagation chaiacteristics. The term ideea?' implies the radome is

".ntnsFarent" to an incidcnt uniform piane wave, i.e., introduces minimal or no

variation on either the amplitude or phase; this 'idear' situation is impossible to

achieve under realwsic conditions. tiowever, gwven a specific element location within

the array and a desired scan plane. in conjunction with specified radome geometry,

it is possible to Utilize Eq (45) to develop/estabiish what will be referred to as an

"ideaP' taper function.

Consioering the geometry established in Figure 10 where g,(r,0) is a given surface

equation for the i-th radome surface, the goal is to determine taper function t,(O)

such that g,+1(r,0) can be represented as the sum of g.(r,O) and t.,(6) for 0 _< r _

and 0 .< 6 -<.,Tr/2. Gwen 8' is varied in the arbitrary ),' 0 plane, 0 < 0' _< x12,

it is possibie to calculate an "ideaF t,(6) utilhzing Eq (45). The taper function

developed is idea!' only for the element location under consideration, i.e, an element

located at the aperture center. Thts is a reasonable choice cors:dering how

amplitude weights are typically maximum at this point. Given any other element

locatnon, the radome ti-ickness d, or t,(0) value seen by an emanating ray will be less

than optimum, i.e., will generally not satisfy Eq (d5) for the given 0 scan direction

and calcui..ted incidence angle 0,. Eqs (50) thru (55) summarize the process fol

calculatong an "idea!' taper function t.(0).
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x,y

Figure 10. Geometry For Establishing "Ideal" Taper Functions~

Given 0' =,r0 0, and 4'0:

r' r 3 g,(r,O) r0

F,' 0' + r'sO 1(50)

sie ;e =0+ Cos 0,

For I at P,~' i L:r ,) 0 =* COS-1 ' fi*n~(
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Given 0, and sin2 0, ~1cos2 0, 1 v:-i"'Y'

then d. NX (52)

On The i+1 Surface, g,,1 (rq) =0,

j1' -d. ji' (5)
SF,' - d~fi' ,I d = i

F.' - dAh

Given 0 , g,(r,O) 0 and r,=r,3g,(r,O) 0 ,

;(0) -, d nF~ r ,A'

For typical radome geometrita including a tangent ogive the above process

seldom leads to a closed-form volution for t,(6). Numerical techniques are employed

to calculate 0 and t,(O) by vatying 0' over its full range of values. Curve fitting

techniques to are used to arrive at a functional form approximation for ',(0). It is

evident from Figure 10 that the surface normal vector jails to exist at the radome tip.

Numerical solution techniques must, account for tnis in approximating t,(O) vYalues for
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small values of 0'. Fcr radomes with high fineness ratios (greater than two) this

presents little difficulty since in the radome tip region the value of 0 rapidly

approaches the value of 6'.

The numerical solution procedure is applied to the tangent ogive radome case

previously cons,dered by letting g,(r.0) represent a tangent ogive surface. A Fortran

computer program was written to accept arbitrary ogive surface parameters,

Radius (R) and Width (W), and arbitrary dielectric constants. The program varies

the value of 0, over its range and generates a corresponding table of 0 and t,(0)

values. For a test case the program was rurn with ogive surface parameters of

R = 234.472 X. W = 36.1358 1, and with a dielectric constant given by e, = 4.8.

The values ot 8 and corresponding t,(0) values generated are plotted in Figure 11 as

inoicated by the "*" symbols. These data points were input into a computer with

cure-fitting capability which in turn provided a "best fit" equation; Eq (56) is the

Gaussian equation returned from the curve-fitting routine. Trhe dashed line in

Figure 11 is a plot of Eq (56) showng a "near' perfect fit to the original input data

points.

Gaussian Function For "IDF.L" Taper:

0 26 6 0.3936 - (56)

(0) - 0.2267 + 0.6071 exp 0.5 O 155 1
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0.8

0.7.
0 * * - "Ideal' Input DataS0.6

- " Gaussian Curve Fit

: o3

Cz

1SCAN ANGLE (DLgs)

Figure !1. "Ideal" Taper Function For Tangent Ogive Reference
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IV. Radome Reflection PoiUts

4.1 Introduction

This chapter provides the motivation and methodology foi calculating wavefront

reflection points on a radome's inner surface. A Geometric Optics (GO) approach

is used to analyze and predict overall reflection performance. As noted previously,

a significant portion of the discrepancy beveen measured and numerically predicted

boresight error& is caused by reflections within the rAdome interior [6]. Hence, to

obtain accurate and rehable boresight error estimates such internal reflections must

be taken into account in the development of sound radome models. Primary

refiection points with~n a radome account for a major portion of the total reflected

energy receied/transmitted by the aperture. The following development concentrates

on calculating pr.mai) reflec;ed rays only as a first order approximation to overall

reflectior effects. A primary refiected r•.' is considered to be any ray which

encounters at most a single transmissioi-, point and si.g!e reflection point ,hile

propagating from outside the ,adome to a point Nithin the radome on the aperture

plane.

The geometiy and convenions estabfishtd in Figure 12 are used throughout the

dscussion. The point identified as (xyz,) represents the "ro:ated" antenna element

position for a particular element in the arpertui plane with its associated "cnticat' or

reflection point(s) given by (x,,y,,z). All critici points lie on an arbitrary radome

surface specified by g(x,y,z) = 0 as indicated in rigire 12. The 'ector Z represents

the desired dilrection of propagation with comnponents <k,%5 ,k,>. For this
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geometrical representation, the problemobjective can be stated as follows: "Giver

the point (xyyz,) and the desired propagation duection k, determine the

coordinate(s) of the pohi,(s) (x,,y,,z,) sautiiing g(x,y,z) = 0 such that a ray

emanating from (x,,y,,z,) intersects the radome surface at (x,,).z,) and leflects in the

kdirection.

f (xYZ) = 0
xy

g(xy,z) = 0

D/

(x0 -, ,z,

Figure 12. RMlection Point Geometry
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4.2 Generalized Variational Solution

The method of approach to ,olve the probtem is to invot'e Fermut's principle and

then apply variational calculus to obtain the critical poilts. Frs., a planar reference

surface f(xy,z) = 0 is established as in Figure 12 with normal vector k and located

at a distarice D from the aperture plane. As shown. the point (r,.yf,z,) is the 'final"

iimte.section point of a ray which emanates tro ( , propagates in the k

direction, and strikes the f(xy,z) = 0 normally. The protliem statement may now

be modifed by application of Fermat's princ:ple: "Giv.-n the points (@,,y,,z,) and

(x,,y1,71), subject to the constraints that (x,,y,,z,) be iu the aperture plane and (xi,yt, z)

lie on the reference plane, find the path which requires minimum propagation time

from (xyz,) to (xf,y,.zf) such that the point (x,,y,,z,' i' on the path and

g(x,,y,,z,) = 0." ts now stated, the problem is a classical variational calculuI problem.

The following development is based on classical variational calcuzui :echniques.

•Conventiors and iotations used here closely parallel thosc used by Gelfand and

Fotini and were adopted primaril) 'or convenience and consist,..cy purposes. As

given by Gelfand and Fomn [19], the functional J[xy,zi for a variaticital calculus

problem involving Fermat's principle in three dimensional space !s a! given

by Eq (57).

J =fxy,: f f ffxjty2(t) +di (57)
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In Eq (57) t, represents the fixed "initial' time at starting point (x,,y,,z,) and

variable t1 is the 'finat' time at the ending point (x1,y1,z,). The functions x(t), y(t) and

z(-) a.-e parametric representations of corresponding rcctangular coordinatus x, y, and

z. The function v(x.y,z) represents the positional velocity of the medium through

which the wave/particle must traverse in going from the initial to final points. Since

the problem at hand requires that the ray intersect the radome wall at (x,,y,,z,) along

the path. the functional of Eq (57) is rewritten as the sum of two functionals as given

by Eq (58). with variable time t being introduced as the "cnticar' time at which the

wave/particle rea•.hes the critical point. The subscripts "1" and "2" are used to

distinguish between the two differeat regions of integration and an additional

constraint/boundary condition is added as a result. Since the overall solution which

minimizes Jfx,y,z] must be continuous, i.e., a continucus path from the initial to final

points, boundary conditions must be enforceJl at (x,,y,,z,) such that x,(t,) = x,(t),

yl(t) = y2(t.), and z,(t,) = z2(t,).

Jrx,y,z] J,1x1 ,yl,z1 ] +J2tx2,y2,z1]

11 If (58)

I , + f [xytzýiyz,/z-, ,d,

For a fanitional of the form given by Eq (58), the variation may be expresse'd as

given by Eqs (59) thru (61) [19]. A necessary cond,tion for the functions x,(t), y,(t),

an(, z,(t) to minanhize Jlfx,y,z], and x-('), y2(t), and z.(t) to mimmize J,[x,y,z]. is that

the variation expressions given by Eqs (60) and (61) vanish for all admisstble
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functions, i.e., 6J,[x~y,z] = 6J.2[x,y,z] = 0. A necessary condition for each variation

to vanish is that the system of Euler's Equations given by Eqs (62) and (63) be

sat"'fied for each variation SJ,[x,y,z] and 6J4x~y,z].

8J[x,y,zl = 6J1[x1 ,y1,z1] + 8J21XV 2,y 2 1; (59)

tj

+(ti'iýx' -.. , 8y1 +F,1 ,bzl)l + (F1 -xIF.h -y1 F.,, -z1F,)I t

/ / F ) h ( ) J

± (F,8.F 2y28yl+F,48;2 ) -(F,-F2  2 '2 :F

FI,- d(1 )o F,1 t(l)0 1 ,~ (Fif) 0 (62)

F2ý- i(F2, = 0 r2Y2 - Ar2) 0 ~2- iýrt)u (63)
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Assuming a horiogenous medium exists over both regions of integration, the

velocity of propagation within the medium is i-adependerit of position, resulting in

vl(x,,y,,zi) = v = constank and ie,,z)= v, constant. For this case. the

Euler's Equations gi',cr, ý,y Eqs (62) and (63) reduce to expressions given in) Eqs (64)

and (65) after the appropriate partial derivatives of F1 x,'y,,z1,i 'ý, ,14 and

F2[xý,y~z, 2,x2,yij are taken. Each of these equations represents a system cf

first-order d'.fferentia, equat~orts. As expectent for a homogeneous medium, the

general soilution to ihese two systems of equations, arid 'ience the general solution to

the Euler's Equationis, is a set of hlaear equations (,f 'he form given by Eq (66).

Tl-erefore, any set of x(t), y(t). and z(t) functions satisfying Eq (66) cause t&. integral

terms of both 6J,Ix1 y,y,z1] and 6)2[xy,yzl to vanishi and are cz~ndidatp solutions for

minimizing dhe funct~ona, ef Eq (58).

=d 0 - F,,-Ki - FX, tyiw K)

-dPV)= 0 - F, K, - Mt , (64)

-dF.)= 0 - =j - = K3
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-d F'Zý =K, i 2(r) -K,
dt F2 jX2,Y2 ,;,.2 ,92 ,4 I

-d (F4.) 2  K, h (t) - K (65)

dt 0 - F2, F2 K6 2 -Z _________2 =2

xp() = all- a. x2(t) = Alt + A

yl1 r) ý bt + b. yZ(t) = B2t +B.(6

Z'(t) = cI+ cý Z2(t) =CQ +C

Given that candidate fun~cttools are chosen which siatisfy the system of Euler's

Equations, the variation expressionis given by Eqs (60) and (61) can be recast w. the

form given by Eq It i) for each of the regions being consideied. These expressierns

are further simplified b) noting that the second term of each equation~ identicaily

equals zero for all -dnrassitblc functions xvt). y(tj. and z~t), when the required partial

derivatives vre tAken as illustradted ir. Eq (t&). Pi, applying the results of Eq (68) to

Eq (67), the variation express~oni given, by Eq (69) is obtained where the evaluation

process has been applied at the uppier and lower iimits and the tert-s, combined into

a single variation expression.
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(ixi+F 1,,6y, F,81  it

ai-XIIl (F1 - -*IF,, - ýlFir, itFit[,67

(Fb~X2 + F2) 8y2 - F21,ZI)[ I
V2 [X2,y2,z21 I

+(F2 -t 2 F2. -ý2 F2,, - ~i K I~
~ ~ - *2~242 (62

ý2 _ .2 If.X

.2..2 ~ .2 I
RX +V1 -1 ýY7-+Z2.2

For n = 1,2

.5J[x,Y,z] = (F~ x 1 6 1  F~ 1 ) (Fj61  F,8 Fz )

, (F2ý2'X2 + F2,6y 2ý ý F, 6z.)j- (F2.,,x7 + F,.*6y2 -F,28z.)

Considering the initial point is specified at t - t,, i-e., (4,Y,yz.) is known, and that

contint~ity conditions at i = t, must be enforced a, expressed in Eq (70). a final
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simphfied variation expression is obtained as presented in Eq (71). The expression

of Eq (71) must vanish for all admiszib;e var;itions about critical point (x,,yo,.,) and

final point (xr,yj,zj), As such, two separate cases are next considered, Case ! is for no

variation about the craical point and Case li iz for no variation about the final point.

For (X,,Y,.ZF) Gh'en 8;yb, z = 0

(7 0 )

By Continuity at t =t: ('X ;bI (by. Y4 = 5'. = 6'ý

(71)

+ 'F±2.8x, - Fýý6f - rz,

For Case I ai variation about (x,,y:,z1) is assumed to be zero such that

,Sx = &yj = 6z1 = 0. This assumption leads to the expression given by Eq (72) which

when rewritten using the vector convention estab!ishcd ii! Eq (73), results ur the final

dot product expression given by Eq (74). Since the dot product of ti'e twc sectors

identicaiy equals zero, the velocity and incrementeal vetcrs nws: be orhoganai to

each other at the critical point.

For 6 x, 0t Y = 6 z -

6 Jlx~y,z] ' ' x (Fiý-,*,)X -(F,,, -F b)yý + F., S
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Using: Ft= 9  F, = 1L) Ft=A), F .. F ( * F ( * ) .

"where F(*) = F[x,y,z,t,,] f i 2 t) + P2 (t O +

Le~nig: FQt) = X(r*,y(t0z(r)] (73)

F( ) =[t), ,(0]

r/'( = + ( y2 (t) + Z2(t)

(hen: (/ ,i,,F,) -- _(. )14r(t)l

S +( (•) F,(*)) C , ,(t) F(s:) c/ 0(74)

+ 20( ) 1-'t ) , 6XC,),,_ = 0

In Z grohical sense increme;ual vector (6x,,Sy,,6z) repiesents the change in

position of the critical point on the inner radorne surfacL.. Therefore, allowing for

variation of the critical point requires that conditions of th2 original problem

statement be enforced, ie.. (x,+6x,,y,+6y,,z.+Sz,) must satisfy g(x,y.7) = 0. The

results of applying this constraint are summarized in Eqs k75) thru (78). In arwrivng

at the finai expression given by Eq (78) an incremental form of a Taylor nries

expansion is employed. Enforing the conditions that 1) the point (,y,,z,) satisf
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g(x,y.z' 0 an-I 2) the incremnental variztions Sx, 6y,, and 6z, are very small, results

in the simplified expressiork for the dot prcduct. of rýgPfx,,5,zj) and incremental vector

(6;,5y,SyIzj) as given by Eq (78)

goI6~'tyz+'' (75)

Using The Incrementa! Ferra 6/ Taylor Series

f(x+h,y+k,z+m) - f(x,y,7) 4(hf- -kf, + rf,) (76)

- Thghe, Order Thrws (i).O.7)

gkýý x, Y'+b, Z x = gxyz. (gx6" + g)"Y' + 8zcj (77)

+ H.G.7 ~0

For g(x,,y,.zj ; 0 a!:d &i.<<1 be.li :,< - ITO.T --0

then ;,y + -g.-z 3,, b,-'Ar'' 0

Thc 6o; proU'.at oi tnt, gi'dra~;n .jrd iricrei.total -ectors idLnticz!i~ equals zero,

indiuating the tw& Z ows artC-t') oil -OlIi to cz, other. Cotop~rsan ot the veiocity
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expression given by Eq (74) with the final gradient expiession of Eq (78), clearly

shows two different vectors orthogonal to a common incremental vector, indicating

the gradient and velocity vectors are coplanar to each other. This condition is true

for all admissible incremental vectors. If tie incremental vatiations x., by,, and 6z,

are once again assumed to be -very small and the reflecting surface is assumed to

have a large radius of curvature in relation to the variations, a locally planar

approximation of the surface at the critical point may be made. As such, all

admissible incremental vectors satisfying Eqs (74) and (78) lie on a locally planar

surface. This assumption further restricts the orientation of the velocity and gradient

vectors dictating that they be collinear, the condition expressed by Eqs (79) and (80)

where ). and k, are non-zero real numbers As defined, ,,ector k represents the unit

normal vector at the critical point.

[ 1 (tx) -gt " , , (79 )[r =,Vg(xoy,,Z'

Lettig, Ac x and XXg(T = ,Yo 'I
, • 1,(80)

r i 2Q * (t•,(t,) - r-(, . c At

The geometry illustrated :n Figure 13 is next constdered to establish the

stgnrficance of ti',s reht:onsLip. Using the conventions indicated, Eqs (81) tbru (84)
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were derived to show that the condtion specified by Eq (79) is equivalent to

satisfying Snell's Law of Reflection at the critical point, a necessary and expected

condition when applying GO assumptions. Relationships established in Eq (81) are

obtained by taking the dot product and cross product Eq (80) with A, as indicated.

AA

AA

Figure 13. Geometry for Verifying Snell's Law
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- 2(~).A =r(t,) , A -2 QC) he ,A

-cosy -coso,= 1,

- siny si S8n, = 0

so y= 0, -2k-,pt for k, = 0: .±,-

or y = kyt - e, for k2 =

For y =8, +2kln -cosy - cosO, =cos(O, +2ki,) - cosO, =, (2

-A- 0 " Trivial Solution"

For y =k -8, ,: cosy - cosO, =cos(iyt -8,) - cosO,= 1,

2 co 0, I, X = -2 Cos0, (3
- -2cos,=X~ - vg(xC.Yo;)~i (3

"Non -Triviall Solutions Exist'

From Figure 13: 0, -n - y z =n-(-Il

0 , , '~Snell's Lawv of Reflection"
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For Case 1I all variation about the critical point is assoi-ied to be zero, i.e,

6x, = 6y, = 6z, = 0, and a derivation procedure similar to the one applied to the

first case is carried cut. A simplified variatIon expression for Case ii is obtained

from Eq (71) and may be expressed as given by Eq (85). As before, 'he vector

notatwoilconvention established in Eq (73) is applied to obtain the final dot product

expression shown in Eq (86).

y For ,x = b6y, = 8-z, = 0

= F o r ' +~ 6 2 
=( 8 5 )

F., f 2 xF)V(6x-,6YI)o - o'ctjI.(t.l.Z1y =0

Sirmlar to the ir'cremental vector about the critical point, the •n~remental vector

(6xt,6y•,6z,) graphically repiesents ine change in position of the final potnt on `-e

reference wurface. Any ,ariutwo of tttc finil point most contorm to the original

pioblern statemenm whicn requires that the end puint lie on the plane specified b)

f(X,y,7) = 0. Therefore, for all admissible incremental vectors arout the final po-n:,

the point (x,+,Sx.y,+ýy,.z-it-6) inust satisfy f(x.y,z) = 0 Eqs (87) and (88)

summarize the results of enforcing this endpoint boundary condition
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For f (xf , 5--f- Yf , B"Z, - f) ý O

f(x, -6 " yf- 6y1, z-,+ 6:,) =Afx,y, y Z GP(-fbi ~yf (87)

+H.O.T = 0

For f(x1,Y,yz) = 0, 6x 1 « 1 , ay1..-< 1 , bz 1 « 1, - 0..-(

(8)

,hen vx,xf ay, fý 6411f 0 - V-16 f aY,, Z..ý

Evwduaticn of fe',y,z) at a '-ariablt. end point -accomplished by one again using

an inc,:!. ental firm of Tiqlor's sziies emrcsultng in the final simplified dct

pr.~duct e.- iession given in Eq (ý8). "his --xprt.ssion clear- tiowý arn orthogonal

-e.xtionbhip beiwe,-n the 1nc--memt~i vector and g. adient vtcto.- V(x,ý,z) at tie final

ti-e. Siince hbe inien iental ve-~oF is orthogonal to buth the, eku-zity aftd

g~adilnt vectors at the final time, nkident byý comparing Eq .'861 with Eq (88), zad

all Pula !,,ibfr iT-r=.merjtal vectors must i1 ec n the pianar refelence surface, the

i~Tns'and grkthe~il ve! tors thenoselvcs nmit be collinear This ieatirrnshlit 'S

expr,:sý-d in Eq k81 Ahere two .Jditional facý ois have bec. *%aken miio cottsideration

F~irst, the firmn of ci-.didate solutions is d set of lwiti a, fjnctions given by Eq 66~)

wchc! r-:sot 'rcm cuits.,en'ng a homogeneous mc'iiurn As such, the veinci~y vectwc

rcmainm coa-,tafit over tnie. StcondJ ire reteeitie plant, f(x,v,z) 0 is

bqun:Iened "re tlnc proh*.em statemntr. as Navin, a surfact- surmal of k
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V-yz)= k for all (x,y,z) on the surface. Applying these conditions, the

relationship established in Eq (89) is 4`gnificant it, that it ciearly satisfies thte

:eqdirements of the original problem statemient.

For F2,(t) = constant VtE [ t, , if and Yf, = (89)

then F()=XVf(x,,yf,zf) -(k. kykl

At this poirit !i neiessary conditions and relationsl -ps hawj been establis!.ed for

minimizing jlx, iL ;)n, are summarized as f~llows. 1) il,ý assumption ef a

homogtiieuuý nicuium in ~'.,th reglion uf integration est~i.shcs that only fdn-tions

of 'he tnrm expresseu by E-H 6 6) art. idmissible, 2 -) req+,xing continuous so~lutions

at t = t, tiu all admissible vari,ition about the crilizal potnt, w.1le satisfying the

surface constraint that g(x~,,,,zj = 0, results in a rel-itiunship satisfying Snell's Law

of Ref~i~tion and is expressed as given by Eq 1,79). 1) a homogeneolis meVdium over

the second region of integration and - constraint that th" tinal pain', lie or, o planar

reference surface specified by f(x,v~z) = 0 with surf..e --Ormal vector Z, rt-sults in

the constant velocity relationship shown in Eq (89), satosri th elct

condition/reilectioi, direction requirement at t =t,, a.nd 4) specifying the inifir,' p-oit

(x~yyzi) results in a ftxed enid poini condition at t elirniat'ng three uiik,,owns

frcm candidate function solutionsh. Beginning wiin candidatc ~olutions of 'he tocrn

giVVC by Eq (66), ,ach of tilt above menitioned conditions and relationsh.ps are

applied to ob'amint specific solution for ti-e piobienm Using, zar'didate functions of
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the form given by Eq (66) the fixed end point boundary conditior, at t = t, is first

applied to readily eliminate three unknowns. Eq (90) summarizes the rf-sults of

applying the fixed end point boundary coni titon where :he initial time t, is arbitrarily

set equal to zero for convenienice purposes.

xl(t') = at, a., xI(O) =x = a, x1(t) = at + X,
y,(t,) =bt + b | - yi(O)= y, = b, - y(t) = bt + y, (90)

Z(t,)= ct, + Co ,.o z,(O) z, = co z1Q( = Ct + z'

The vector notation established in Eq (73) is next applied to the candidate

functions, resulting the unit ve,'tor velocity equations of Eq (91). The quantity v. is

introduced, s :he positional velocity in the "medium" and is a result of assuming that

v,, i.e., the positiunal velocit) over both regions of integration are identical.

These results are applie6 to Eqs (79) and (89) where three unknowns are determined

from Eq (89) and substit ýted into Eq (79), resulting mn the system of equations given

in Eq (93).

9(t) = (a.bc) . (a,b,c) 1

r W ~ for r c r,,tI

,B ,C) (A B,C) (9l)

.f~B2+c , 2 v,

where: a + b2 +c2 =-+2 +C 2

W,.



For Pr() =k

(92)

(A . (k., k,,k,.) - A = v,k.k , B = -v,k, , C = .k

For rI(t•) - P2 (t) = X7T(XIyOzj

S... |"a kx = Xg.(x,'Y,,z,)

(93)
b k- =Xg5 (x,.y,,z,'

V.

c . .C k. = ).g ,(x ,,y• ,c)r ---- V, - =

VM

When combined with an arbitrery reflection surface equation, the v. expression

c, -q (91) and velocity equations of Eq (93) repreoent a system of five equations and

five unknowns, namely, a. b, c, k, and t,. They are valid under the two previously

stated assumptions, homogerieous and identical mediums over both r.-ons of

integration, and apply to any arbitrary reflecting surface satisfying g(x,v,z) = 0 which

is differentiable vith respect to all variables.

4.3 Ta;zgent Ogive Schltion

A tangent ogive surface satisfics the stated requirements and is introduced as the

re..,;ting surface of the radome. T'he expression given in Eq (94) represents a

tangent ogive which has its base plane in the x-y plane and :ts tip on the positive
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z-axis. The surface is completely descnbed by i:c generatng radius P� and base

diameter W. The equation is valid for 0 � z � L where L is the radome length as

measured along the z-axis.

For a Tangent Ogiv� Surface,

g(�yz) v'R2-z� - + -� - R = 0
2

where 0• z • L for L �fR 2 -(R-W/2)2  (94)

- = g� = , �- - ze

The fi:si siep in solving the system of eq�iaiic'ns for the tangeot ogive is so

scale/nondimensionalize all quanntie� inv�ved. Alt !engtbs are scahxVdivided by

generating radius R, velocities are sealed by v, and time is scaled by Risk. As

ir.dicated in Eqs (95) thru (99) a tilde (-) is used to represent dimensionless

quantities.

(V

Lening: i(i)= � R 50=
R R R (95)

2Žm =
V R
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From Equation 90:

X1 \t R R

+ R c

From Equation 87: -ý Ia-7+T72 +c2  - d2 + S'+e (97)

Normalizing the Surface Equation:

g(x,y.-z) 0 R +- +f ~ /72 o where K w- -1
R2R (98)

%rm Equation 93.

(99)

(e - A;

7,Z.



The observation is Pow mnade the by introducing a spherical coord",I,-te change

of variables as given by Eq t, IW), Eq (97) is Narisfied for all a and je over the

specified ranges. Thie original systemn of equations is now reduced to four equations,

shown in Eqs (98) and (99), and four unknowns, namely, a, p, X, a.itd T,.

~sin acos1 , 'sin a sinI E cos; a

where 0< 0<2r. and 0e<c:<

Further simplifications are possible by considering a couple of additional

constraints on the reflected ra%.s First, only reflected rays with positive ký

compnoetits are of nt.ercst. T his results from. restricting the antenna scanwobservatiort

region to angles which look 'through" the radome. Second, only reflected rays wi~h

reflection angles greater than zero or les~s thap 7r/2 Rads, as measuied from the

suiface normal at the critical point, are considered. 4-s a result of thts restriction

E'q (83) caii be used to verity that ;ý must be less than zero. Third, as z, approaches

L- both x, and y, approach zero As a resih, the paroial derivatives of g(x,%,z) with

respect t.) x anid y Mail to exist at (O.0L) Lod two expressions of Eq (99) become

invalmd arid an insuff'Icient nurroher of equations rer-n., to solve the problem.

zleetr, cannot equal L and care must be taken as z, approaches L Given

k,> 0, ). < 0, and 0I : z, < L, the last exlpre~ston of Eq (9ý; zýan be used to verity

that F mtusst be greater than zero, resu"'in, in the resi-.cted range of ar vacuz, shovwn

in Eq (100).



Since the scaled surface expression of Eq (98) is independent o; )., ;. may be

ehminated using Eq (99) provided care is taken to ensure that the partial derivatives

exist and are non-zero. I" eliminating X thrt-c special cases are considered. Each

case is distinguishable from the others by the relationship between the values of `,

and 7,. For each case considered the goa! is to begin with .Eqs (98) and (99) and

el:minate as many unknons as possible, preferably obtaining closed-form solutions

for all variables. Each of the three special Lases :s further divided in to subcases

based cn radome geometry and apertte scan angle restrictions. A total of eleven

special cases and/or subcases exist. The following development is provided for the

case which yields a majority of crit;cal point solutions. Complete solution details for

additional cases and subcases thereof are provided in Appendix A.

For the first case, Case i, both 5, and Y, are assumed to be non-zero. As a

result, the partial der.vative expressions of Eq (98) are substituted into Eq (99) to

eliminate X as shown in Eq (101). By equating the first two expressions of Eq (101)

and applying the change of variables prescnted in Eq (100), the process of deriving

an expression for T, is accompl!;hed as shown in Eq (102). At this point two sub-

cases are required. Case :.A is considered here and Case i.B derivation procedures

are provided in Appendir A. Case LA ass,.mes that Tt, can be explicitly solved for

from Eq (102) resuftmg in the expression is :hown !n Eq (103). This T, expression

and the change of Nariableb ý,-en by Eq ,100) are substituted into Eq (96) to obtain

the critical point coordmnate expressions ginen by Eqs (104) thru (106) With both I

and -, eliminared, a sysiem if two equations with two unknoons remains, namely a

.-nd
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For Case 1, 1, - 0 and 5~0

I ~ (101)

Ye Z'

d~~ --ý k
(d - . c eI

where ~ .~ and(102)

-i~sinct(k~cosp -k~sinf3) = i,(sinacosP3 -ky) - i,(sinacosP -k.)

For Case I-A:, sinc+(kcosp1 - ksn:,ip 0

=i,(sin asin p - k.) - r(sin acosl k,) (1031)

sin a(k-,cos P - ksiri P)

Cos 0 fi,(sin a sin P - k,) -y,(sin accs3 P k,)] - (104)

9. -i3i,(sA sinP-k,) -9,(;mczacosr 0 kjj _LY (105)

cot a[1,(su asin P - k7  - ,(sincca j (106)

(k, cos P - k. sin R(16
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Ore ,•quat.on tsed to solve for a and ý is formed by substtuting the coordinate

expressions of Eqs (104) thru (106) into the scaled surface expression of Eq (98).

The second equation is formed by equating ihe right-hand expression of Eq (101)

with either of the other two expressions, as shown in Eqs (107) and (108), with 3ý,

Y , and i, replaced by Eqs (104) thru (106), respectively. in choosing which of the

two expressions to use consideration should be given to the limiting cases as either i.

or V, approach zero. Note that the final expressions to be solved are non-linear

transcendental type equations with no explicit solution possible. Therefore, numerical

solution techniques must be implemented to solve for remaining unknowns.

S(-k,) • ,j9 (e - k.)F- (108)
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V. Propagation Technique

5 1 Introduction

When ar. Electromagnetic (EM) wave travels from a source and arnives at a

distant t~servation point, the mnedium through which it prepagatts will generailý

introduce amplitude, phiia'. ind pol~rizatiun variations. As, stated in the Background

eecton. all three variationsar Cir XptCd to occur as, an EM v~ave propagates through

a radome.- Surface Iiwgtimon' and "Ray-Traciag" techniouics can be used to azcount

for the v.ar~ations. This reseaich effo:. c~pitdliztci on cxisting propagation analysis

and modeling techniques which were niodified an~d cxttended to achieve specific

rt-weirch goals. in. selecting a wa!ve propgagctin techniqace two key Eactois had to be

taken into consideration. Finrs the propagat~o:i technique chosen for a'ialy-sis arid

modeling had to proviocl flexibdits. ixe., tle lechnic,ýue had to allow for key systeni

paramelter vartattns while prov~ding a response wInch wits both realistic and

tehIca I o~d Second, -esponses to ýach -ý,riatiors had to occur -,n t' timely

manner, i.e., cons ide ration had to bl: given to MIoMMizig computational intensity

wlu~e providing acc.urate resaits. In ,onjun'tiuii A'i'h t11e 'ts~ile !o limit pioparation

teennique developmnitn, ccnrsideratton of these ký, fiti-trs led to selection of tnie

"Ray-Traving x1ýrioietric Opti,-) propiaguor itcchr.ique for analysis and rjiodt-ing

iuArposes.

A paraneseri. intsesgatilon of facome arlalysts iaethlkis [2.] developed a gýneral

theory fer ia-JOmn .n';f The mrsestwigtiori -Icterrinone eit~ akuracets and

ranges of vaidity for three computer .idco arnKo ethods - suri-.Ce intcgallon
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ray-trace receine, and ray-trace transmit. The study concluded that the ray-trace

receive method wa5 the "most attractive" because of fast computation tCmc and

reasonably accurate results. Following this effort, Kozakoff [5] conducted an

improved radome analysis methodology study wtiich incoiporated reflected F-Field

contributions in the ray-trtace reccive analysis, acbteving 'reasonably good"

computational accuracy for most applications -,here anienna/radome dimensions

exceeded 5 wavelengths. The ray-trace receive techntque was later pursued by

Klemer 161 who characterized BSE sestvi e aio sing multtiple radome desiglis

(various wall thicknesses and dwieectric propertes) and aperture charactertstics (size

element type, amplitude taper, eic.). establishing a 'consenisus that the ray-trace

receive tor-nulattun offers the best coinprotmse be'wten auracy and computational

effort for moderate to large-sized radoaies, ., radcmces with dimensions greater than

ten wavelengths,' typically the casýe for most aircraft radonries. Also. radorneF of this

type are generally characterized by 'flneocSt" IZoos, o i atto of ridorre lIength to

radome b'ase width, toa the rangc of two to three. 1These two limitation -ensure that

"Iocally-plo,.am" conditions are met at typical radar frequencies

Coristderi'g art end goal of the research effort wa5 to analv-e and model

mnoneulse radar t.-acking perfOrmance, the ray-'race rece;%ve propagation technique

proved to be very useful. Monupuise trat~king performnanz;: is typicaliy characterized

through BSE mieasurement prixedure. N,)du~cted o-n radar test rarwcs A t~pinl test

procedure for 0hir"icterIzng trackIVIg perfurm.ance begins hy scanning the radar

apetur, ithr lccro~ralyor nelia.~~li, i a'peifed inctirT!!l1 tirection

:s oesignated as the system 'trackingl'pointin%' ditection The loca'aon of aOft field
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source is varied about the fixed "tracking" direction uII a predetermined scan pattern

until the inonopuise error ,ignal goes to zero, indicating the energy received by the

aperture is arri-ving firom a direction coinciding with the syst mn "tracking' direct~on.

The final sourcir location causing this condition is designated as th, "actual' source

location. Optical instrumentation test data, obtained from sources/sensors located on

the apertu'c and source, is used to cakculate the angular difference between the radaf

tracking' direction and 'actual" source location This difference represents the

'system' BSE_ in the specified 'tidckir.9' direection. This process i'ý easily duplicated

for analysis ,4nd modeling purposes using the ray-trace receive propagation iccOiiquc

The ray-trace receive propagation technique is applied :o both 'direct" arid

"pnm'an, refie'aea rays. As p~reviously dcfined. pinrnor riefleiied" rays are rays which

experience at most one reflect~on priu. intei~epling the aperture pian-c BUth

direc-t ana reflected rays experience tne effect,% of propagatior through the radonie

waii, i.e., amniiwde. phase. ana polarizatic-r distortion upon tirdrismitssiu -,li

"prrmar '-flectc' rays experience icictsimorl distortian. upor reflecting 1-on, - noier

radorne sfarAri each ray-r,ýdomie iruerseý.aon pont rciardless %ých *vpi " 7r4

is bemin ý-nsiue.-=J, a "k:iclv-,)iJ'awi ,,nproxima*,'ii is m idt 'I,' Pjioa, [

sciece ý eý;tahnsised The o~dspc: r-~rcin, -e-auie'e 0r,'.oi

c'ompiex n ri -n~'ssicn and Te!.cý-ir~ t- :erenat,--)_ý,_:--- ** ýi A'th

me eaptthe; 'an-m Ii 1eurO cn. 'nt, "S ~e' ~ witerineC

'tCels he _7m..e"t~ r-i i.



5.2 Local Plane of Incidence

The local "plane of incidence' is defined in the following maniner-. Given a potntI

on a surface with normal vector ri andi arn incident E-Field at that point propagating

in direction Z, the "plane of incidence" is the plane containing both n and Z, 7he

specific unit vector pair chosen for E-Field decomposition is dependent or. partiCoLa7

analysis and modeling objectives, varying according to trie propagatior echn:.:-It

imnplementted

The definitions stated in Eqs (31091) torim (I111) and Jepicted in Figure 14 are the

orthogonal unit vector pairs chosen to define the "plane of incidence" and thr

corresponding transmission and reflection unit vectors These particular vector pai-

combinations were primarily chosen for compatibility puirposes. As devemoped by

Munk [20] and later used in development ot the PMM code [111, these aefinitions

were arbitrarily chosen such that the refl-CtiLun coefficient ior the E-Fieid tquaif

minus one for the case when the dhieZIetIL boundary is a perfect cenduct-or Thes.-

definitions and conventions are asei :hIir-z..hout ito einr of thec Iiseriaoor.

Foi the incid-m~



Fur the liansrnltted ray,,

x (Ilo

For the reflected ray,

Axk, k,

n

F)gurc p±11z-e 1



53~~~~ Diec RaDrpgto al

Fg ir 5 E.- RyIcident F-Field onteeGetdet iecmtryat

F, = Reference F-Field representing a un,fornm plane wave.

= Complex unit -iolarization vector of reiere'.ce F-Field.

F Compontrt -.f L, responsible fo: proz .,ganion in k direction.



B,=Incident B-Field on wter tadome

B,=Transmit B-Field on nir~ dome ,orta --

INpk IncidentL~utr surfa~x pr-

TXpt =Tra-'smit/inne, surfa~t, "r. o;

.i,=Ircid'iit E-F~edt propagation cirection

=Transmit B-Field prcpagý!,.-n o

d= Propagation path lengtha fro - te n -r- c pi xe ~PI
the outer radome surface.

d,= Propagatto path length froir nix-i _ 1,,e rface to

arbitrary aperture elemen - wordin, *e,

Given an arbitrary aperturt. -ýereent, Incaic; :-*aneular i--

znd a reference E--Fitid located a disiancc D r e ~ r:-- ,mi,n the

iw'tdent F-Field 9DC incident on the elemen due -ormizatioi --Ioo Oitreci path

needs to be determined. The fina o~oressio- det-e -:--d f,, EL' q, Wo

important analysis and Tnodeltng cna-act-e-istics Fnts:- ,u- 're i -!jp

is known to adversely affect monop-ise ir~-g.- pe-r- ae il pImse .., -n -

the direct propagation path must be: "urat-' 1 zc ic - Scc)rx.., -i- -. ys-

involving arbuitrily polarized rete-n' -7-7- 7:.i. 'I- celr .n ~ MUSZ

be gen ral in qature reflecting i d itendancc or, -etcrcnce im , polar Ztii ote

The following equations summ.4 .ze the -" ~s i using ray-ox %c~-(

p.-.pqgatnon tetlnique to arrive at the it-ai 7--re,;Sion T he W-., T. to-.

of B, responsible ior propagation in dire:7c -^ ftr~t dci:je MTer Lte jecor-,iie

with Eq (112) and propagateo to the outer r tt .ar-.ce ti- ý t inctiuct
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F E- . -•Ž snwn in Eqs (113) and (114) a free-space phase delay corresponding

nsaue I• tn added to account for the propagation phase delay. The

SA,-oatlt ,.c free- pace phase constant and is equivalent to 27r divided by the

f-e.spa- wavy .- gth h (K& = 27r/A0).

G'ven - =E,, then f,= E,- (e-) k (112)

E. = E e"XjKI{d . ({ ... I k, (113)

Defimng E, - E,e -X'*'d and 4, -) (,k,,

- E, = Eý j,

De.onmrusmng E, int,, parallel (/Y) and perpendicuear (a) components as established

by "he .Meit plare of incidence.

E 11E4(. , =E, (,j - f l.I' = Eu.6 (115)

Propagating parallel and perperdicular components through the radorme and

weigntung the components by planar transmisýivity approxima..tions results an the

express:on given bh Eq (I 16).
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EŽE T, TE,1 4'i2,j + Tý Ei2'

E ,(,a. a+-T i (116)

Calculating the portion of E, respuinbible for propagation in direction Z, and

utilmzng the definitions ior the tiansmit ray plane of incidence miit vectors the

following relationiships hold. The 1pm-pagating E-Field componient is seen to be

equivalent to Eas shown ii'. Eq (119).

Ek ~ E I F,-(,.~k - (F (117)

k,= =0 , k k)-k (118)

e, (T { 1 (;;, - 4,) i4' +T (e, fi) 4f}.k 0 -0 1~= (119)

The transmitted E-Field 9, IS next propagated to the aperture element location

as summnarized in Eqs (120) thru (123) wheie the final expression for E~is as given

by Eq (123). The final expressions for both Eqs (121) anid (122) are obtained by

nioting tfý. the dot product of Z, with both incident plane unit %vectors, parallel and

perpe'ndicular, identically equals to zero.
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-= " (122)

fe, e -*K.d2

"-')I " ' -V,4)4 T('" -.)2"'") a."•

a.=

"fD D ,-D JE 
( 23

E = E• ee where (123)

=F T1 (,z)z+T .i)a

The final Ek expression in Eq (123) reflects the two important characteristics

previously discussed, polarizatioi :pendance and accurate phase tracking. An

additional d,sinO, factor not appearing in Figure 15 is included in the total phase

delay term of the complex E• expression. Although this additional phase delay factor
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is not evident in previous analysiý and modeling efforts, its inclusion in this

development is believed reasonab!e and justifiably correct since non-trivial tapers in

radome thickness are considered. When considering various techniques for

approximating complex planar transmission coefficients, i.e., PMM, Richmond's

equations, etc., care must be taken to ensure that the phase of the calculated

transmission coefficients is accurately interpreted. In most cases the calculated phase

represents the total phase delay, often referred to as the "Insertion Phase

Delay" (IPD), of the planar phase front as measured along the surface normal

direction. Referring to Figure 16, this delay corresponds to the difference between

the phase of the normal phase front phase 4), and the incident phase front 4),.

Given a specific set of incident (INpt) and transmit (TXpt) points as indicated

in Figure 16 the actual IPD corresponds to the difference between the transmit phase

front 4), and incident phase front 4),. As shown in Figure 16, 4), car, be obtained by

adding an additional free-space phase delay corresponding to the distance x.

Eqs (124) and (125) summarize the process for calculating 4, where the following

definitions are applied to the geometry established in Figure 16 ,

cd, = Distance as measured along the surface normal direction.

d, = Distance as measured along the propagation path.

d, = Distance trom normal transmit point to TXpt.

0, = Ray incidence angle.
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Figure 16. Additional Phase Delay Geometry

For d, = Id And x = dsinO, (124)

ý, = % - KodsmO, (125)

5.4 Reflected Ray Propagafion Path

For analyzing propagation effects along reflected ray paths the geometry

established in Figure 17 is used As with the direct ray propagation case, the

E-Field E' incident on the element due to a reflected ray path must be determined.

Accurate phase tracking and reference E-Field polarization dependance are once
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again important characteristics to be contained in the final expressions. Vector

definitions/conventions for all components along the path from the reference E-Field

plane to the radome reflection point RFpt are unchanged from those used in the

direct ray propagation analysis.

D F,
(0,0.z.)/

( 4,yz d2

T n,

Figure 17. Reflected Ray Incident E-Field Geome!ry

For components not previously defined the tollowing defin;tions are made as

illustrated in Figure 17:

E' = Incident E-Field at the element due to reflected path

ED = Incident E-Field at the reflection point due to direct path.
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E, = Reflected E-Field on inner radome surface.

RFpt = Reflected/inner surface reflection point.

k, Reflected E-Field propagation direction.

h= Surface normal vector at RFpt.

Results of the direct path analysis are applied directly to Figure 17 for obtaining

,he incident E-Field ED at RFpt. Since the aperture element location was arbitrarily

chosen for the direct path development, the direct path results are applicable for any

point located within the radome structure, including points not located oni the

aperture plane. Reflection point RFpt satisfies this condition and Eq (123) may be

used to express ED as shown in Eq (126)

D -: ,eJ':.(d, "d. -d" I),)

-o= D w E; E, (126)E E; e; where
[r =, ')4, all;'' T•"•. i•

At the reflection point a "locally-planar" assumption is made and a 'plane of

incidence" established in accordance with Figure 14 definittons. Consistent with

definitions given by Eqs (109) thru (111), Eqs (127) and (128) define the orthogonal

unit vectors used for decomposing ED at RFpt. The unit vector designations have

been changed from ui to v to avoid confusion between the transmission point and

reflection point plane of incidence vectors.
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"•, x k, (127)

k ;X x , (128)
v.1= x k,1

Using these definitions the incident E-Field E' is decomposed in to parallel and

perpendicular components at the inner radome surface. After decomposition each

component is weighted by its respective reflectivity coefficient resulting in the

reflected E-Field E, expression as given by Eq (129).

E... .E ,E _ v,+IiER v. (129)

,D /-0 . I ),r - ,I
E II

The reflected E-Field E. :s then propagated to the aperture element accounting

for a path length phase delay corresponding to distance d3. resulting in the final

expression for E',• as given Eqs (130) thru (132). The final expression for Z given

by Eq (132) is obtamned after the dot product opetations indicated in Eq (131) are

carried out.
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.)t x . ) (130)

gR E~t -it (ERt = E, -JK.(d, . .4 ,-d,-Owe)(1)IE T,, where (13)

See=

5.5 Refractive Effects

Typical ray-tracing propagation techniques neglect the effects of refraction in

propagating a wave through the radome structure. Such effects are generally

assumed to be negligible, thereby simplifying the analysis and modeling development.

The simplified analysis and modeling procedures are unable to accurately characterize

the second-order effects of net ray deflection on overall boresight error [6]. The

following development summarizes the process by which refractive effects are

analyzed, modeled and characterized under the research effort. Refractive effects are

incorpoiated into the propagation model at two different levels For the first level

of development refractive effects are included only within the radome structure. At
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this level, the transmit point (TXpt) is calculated from a given incident point (INpt)

and incident propagation direction k, accounting for total refractive effects between

radome layers. Locally-planar approximations are enforced such that the output

propagation direction k, remains unchanged from the input propagation direction.

The second level of development accounts for "overall" refractive effects along ray

propagation paths, including a transmit propagation direction k, which differs from

k, and is dependant on radome electrical properties and geometry.

Two key factors are required to accurately account for refractive effects within

the radome structure. First, refractive effects across boundaries with discontinuous

electrical and magnetic properties must be accounted for. These effects are well

established and are obtained through Snell's Law of Refraction. For nan-conductive

materials Snell's Law of Refraction can be expressed as given by Eq (133) (8].

Vf•, ,sinO0 = /j- isinO,

0, = sin-' jItsinO,

In Eq (133) both the incident angle 0, and transmit angle 0, are measured relative

to the surface normal vector at the incident point. The complex permittivity C, and

complex permeability A, characterize the electrical and magnetic properties of the two

media. Generally 0, is a complex transmission angle which becomes purely real when

lossless media are involved. Foy typical radome material%, 2e!ectrics with very low

loss-tangents (6, << 1), the magnitudes nf c, and A, are used in Eq (133) for
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approximating the transmission angle. Other cases involving materials with

appreciable loss may be handled by computing an "equivalent" real transmission

angle [8].

The sccond key factor is that each surface of the radome structure be accurately

defined. Surface equations and gradient components from the multi-layer radome

development of Chapter III satisfy this requirement. Each layer of the radome being

analyzed is uniquely defined, including a surface normal vector at any arbitrary point

on a specified radome surface. With each surface specified and both INpt and k,

given, Eq (133) is repeatedly applied to the radome structure until TXpt is

determined. Under locally-planar assumptions surface normal vector directions at

each surface intercepted between INpt and TXpt equal the normal vector direction

at INpt. Under these conditions the ray propagation direction remains unchanged

in passing through the radome. i.e.. k, = k,. Therefore, the first level of

development accounts only for refraction within the radome structure and not along

the entire propagation path.

The second level of development accounts for "overall" refractive effects along

the propagation path Locally-planar approximations are employed only as a means

for approximating transmission and reflection properties of the radome They are not

used to approximate surface normil vector components along ray propagation paths

Rather, normal vector components are calculated at distinct ray/surface intercept

points using the multi-layer surface equations developed in Chapter III. Therefore,

repeated application of Snell's Law of Refraction to a ray incident on the radome's

outer surface results in 1) a transmit point (TXpt) on the inner surface -.,hich is
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displaced from the transmit point resulting from a ray passing straight through the

radome, and 2) a transmit propagation direction k, which differs from the incident

propagation direction k,, k, and k, may in fact lie in separate planes.

"\E,

x,yA

z

Figure 18. Uniformly Spaced Incident Rays

The geometry of Figure 18 shows how ray refractive effects are incorporated in

ray-trace receive analysis. The reference E-Field E, represents a Uniform Plane

Wave (UPW) incident from a distant source. A ray is traced trom the reference

E-Feld location in direction k, to the incident point INpt on the radome's outer

surface. Snell's Law of Refraction is repeatedly applied to the radome structure until

the transmit point TXpt is estabhlished on the inner surface. At TXpt a final

application of Snell's Law determines the transmit propagation direction k, The ray

is propagated from TXpt to the point where it intersects the aperture plane. This
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process is continued for each ray emanating from the reference E-Field plane.

Because refractive effects have been included, a uniformly spaced bundle of rays

emanating from the reference plane intercept the aperture plane at non-uniformly

spaced intercept points/element locations. This requires aperture integration to be

performed on a non-uniform grid of sample points.

E,

/ z

Figure 19. Non-Uniformly Spaced Incident Rays

Since aperture integration is required over uniformly spaced or known element

locations, consistent with the overall system analysis and modeling approach, an

alternate propagation technique must be established Given E, is a Uniform Plane

Wave (UPW), all rays emanating from the reference plane are initially weighted by

equivalent amplitude and phase terms regardless of their inmal location on the plane

Figure 19 represents an equivalent method for incorporating refractive effects into
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the overall propagation model. A non-uniformly spaced bundle of rays is propagated

from the reference plane which in turn intercept the aperture plane at uniformly

spaced points. By invoking reciprocity, these propagation paths are easily calculated

from known aperture element coordinates. The multi-layer surface equations of

Chapter III in conjunction with Snell's Law of Refraction facilitate the use of an

iterative Newton's method for calculating the ray paths via ray transmission

techniques.

For calculating lNpt and TXpt by a transmit technique a specific element location

and desired propagation direction k, are given. An estimate of -k, is determined

and Newton's method is used in conjunction with the in ter -adome surface equation

to calculate a candidate TXpt. The ray is then propagated from TXpt to INpt by

repeated application of Snell's Law resulting in an estimate of - k,. This estimate is

compared to k, by a simple dot product operation to determine its relative

"closeness". If not within established limits the -k, estimate is updated and the

process is repeated. This iterative procedure is continued until the calculated

estimate of -Z, satisfies established equality limits. Once equality limits are satisfied

the corresponding lNpt and TXpt points are u,ed for ray-trace receive calculations.
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VI. Reference E-Field Development

6.1 Iniroduction

The Reference E-Field E, is a key element used in analyzing and modeling the

overall radome, radar, and monopulse processing "system". Accurate tracking of

wavefront polarization along propagation paths is essential to analyzing and

understanding depolarization effects of various system components. Specifically,

radome depolarization effects must be isolated from antenna element polanzation

sensitivity effects. Development of the incident E-Field expressions in Chapter V is

indicative of the level of effort required to maintamn polarization "purity", i.e., no loss

of generality in regard to E-Field polarization statts. Reference E-Field analysis and

modeling must account for two important considert.nons. First, location flexibility

must exist, i.e., E, must be arbitrarily located aiiywhere within the system's field of

view. Varable l, locations are required for aperture far fie!d pattern generation and

monopulse tracking error characte;ization. Second, E, must possess arbitrary

polarization states. Thus requirement allows for radome depolarization and system

polarization sensitivity effects to be fully characterized.

62 Reference E-F;eld Location

Two separate coordinate systems are considered ir dtveloping expressions for an

arbitrarily located reference E-Field. Aperture far-field radiation patterns and

monopulse tracking error characteristics are generally estabhsY~ed/characterized in a

coordinate system relative to the aperture scan direction. Reference E-Field

locations used for analysis and modeling must vary in accordance with this samne
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relative coordinate system. Given that an overall "system" is analyzed and modeled

an absolute coordinate system is used. Therefore, final expressions for reference

E-Field location are developed such that 1) they reflect a dependance on the

aperture scan direction angles and 2) are referenced to the absolute coordinate

system being used.

z

(O.O~zi)

Figure 20. Primed and Unprimed Reference E-Field Coordinate Systems

The absolute coordinate system used for developing E-Field location expressions

5 is unchanged from previous develop~ments and is represented as the unprimed

S~rectangular coordinate system shown 'n Figure 20. The radome orienlation remains

fie with its baelocated in the x-y plane and its tip on the z-axis. Prior to

gimbalhing and scanning the rad•.r aperture is in the %.-y plane. Given aperlure scan

angles 0. and (ý, and gimbal point coordinates (0,0,z,), the primed/relative coordinate
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system shown in Figure 20 is established. The location of E• is varied relative to the

scanned apertuie with location angles specified by 0: and 4', in the primed coordinate

system. Location vector P' for E, may be expressed as shown in Eq (134) where unit

vectors R, i', and i' define the primed coordinate axis. These unit vectors are

convened to unprimed/absolute coordinate system components by application of the

rectangular coordinate rotation equations of Eq (B.1), resulting in the equations

summarized in Eq (135).

F' =x'." y', +Z' "
(134)

sin(0,') cos(4,')i;' + sin(O,')sin%(')9" + cos(O,')i'

Converting to Unprimed Coordinates

"' (cos2 dcos 0, + sin2 4ý) - cos 4, sin 43, ( 1 - cos 0) )- - cos 4S sin 0, i(1 3 5 )

-co4s4sin4%(1 - cosO,).i + (S24ýso + cos21t,)) - sm(,sixniO

i"=-cosdosinOi - sin4OsinO,. + cosOi

Given aperture scan angles 0Jt, and relative E-Field location angles 0'/6', vector

expressions of Eq (135) may be substituted directly ;nto Eq (134) to obtain the final

location of E, in unprimed rectangular coordinates. 'The final expression obtained

reflects the desired dependance on primed reference field location angles and

unprimed aperture scan angles.
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6.3 Reference E-Field Polarization

For defining an arbitrary polarization sta:e of E, the concept of a complex unit

polarization vertor is introduced. Utilizing a complex polarization vector allows fir

an unlimited number of polarizations states to be uniquely specified, including linear,

elliptical and circular. A 'ýrizat.on ellipse is used to establish the various

polarization states. For the polarization ellipse shown in Figure 21 the Axial

Ratio (AR) and tilt angle T are used to completely describe the polarization states

of E, [13]. For Figure 21 the following definitions apply:

IOA = Semi-major ellipse axis

OB = Semi-minor ellipse axis

r = Ellipse tilt angle, 0 < r < ir

AR = Ellipse axial ratio, 1 _< AR = OA/OB _<

$

Figure 21. Reference E-Field Polarization Ellipse
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For the following development the wave propagation direction is defined as

where ? = e x $ in Figure 21. The orientation and rotational behavior of E,

defines the polarization state. Given that AR and r are specified, Eqs (136)

and (137) completely define the complex unit polarization vector ý. The phase

term 6 in the final ý expression determines the complex nature of all possible

polarization states. For all elliptical polarization states, including the special case of

circular polarization, the rotation direction of E, is determined by sign of AR. As

viewed in the propagation direction, an AR > 0 produces ieft-hand (counter-

clockwise) rotation and an AR < 0 produces right-hand (clockwise) rotation.

j = cosy' 6 * el sinhy (136)

e =cot-'(AR) =tr`

y = - cos-' (cos2e cos2c) (137)
2

8= ta_-t tan2e'
(sin2v

Linear polarization states are achieved by letting AR approach infinity in the limit

with - being used to control the relative orientation of E,. For an AR approaching

infinity the defininons in Eq (137) can be used to show that 6 approaches zero

while y approaches the value of r. Suostatuting these conditions into Eq (136) results
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in the ý expression of Eq (138). This final expression represents a time independent

position vector in the 0-• plane with vector component magnitudes determined by

the value of r.

i = cosC+ sin-C (138)

For the ray-trace receive formulation being implemented two reference E-Field

polarization variations are considered. For the first case the reference E-Field

polarization vector e, remains constant with respect to the absolute coordinate system

regardless of the reference E-Field location. This case accounts for realistic flight

conditions where the relative polarization of a fixed source remains unchanged for

changes is aircraft elevation and azimuth. The second case allows the polarization

vector ý, to vary as a function of the reference E-Field location. This case duplicates

typical test range conditions where source and observer locations are varied in a

circular arc with respect to each other.

For both polarization variations the reference E-Field polarization vector ý, is

initially defined in the x-y plane with a -i propagation direction. Under these

conditions, the complex polarization vector definition of Eq (136) may be applied to

obtain the initial polarization vector expression for ', as given by Eq (139) where .

and i are unit vectors in the defined absolute coordinate system. For the constant

polarization case Eq (139) represents thc final ý, expression used for analysis and

modeling validation. For the varying polarization case, unprimed reference E-Field

coordinates and location angles O,1., (calculated in accordance with Section 6.2) are
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used in conjunction with the rectangular coordinate rotation expressions of Eq (B.1)

to spatially rotate polarization vector components e.' and ey to obtain the final e,

reference E-Field polarization vector.

- eJ siny R + cosy
(139)

e4; + e r
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VIL Monopulse Processing

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a method for analyzing monopulse boresight errors. The

development begins by considering the E-Fields incident on each element of the

phased array and using the expressions developed in Chapter V to determine

Co-Polarized (CP) and Cross-Polarized (XP) incident field components relative to

both the reference E-Field and aperture element polarizations. Each polarization

component is independently processed and analyzed such that radome depolarization

effects are distinguishable from antenna element polarization sensitivity effects.

Boresight erro; estimates in two orthogonal scan planes are generated from complex

monopulse ratios. Dual plane boresight error analysis is accomplished in both

principai and diagonal scan planes.

"7.2 Co/Cross-Polarized E-Field Components

Co/Cross-Polarized field components are determined relative to a reference

polarization direct'on. For analysis purposes two specific reference polarization

directions are considered, the reference E-Field polarization direction 2, and the

apertwre element polarization direction ýA. Depolarization effects due solely to

pfopagation through the radome are determined by e,. The degree of radome

depolarization is obtained by comparing ý, with the polarization of the E-Field

incident on an array element.

"The total incident E-Field ET(m) on the m"h array element is given by Eq (140)

below where El(m) and ER(m) are the incident E-Fields calculated in Chapter V/for
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"Direct" and "Reflected" ray paths, respectively. Summation of the n reflected E-Field

terms accounts for multiple primary reflected ray paths for the mth element.

t(Mn) = E, (m) + E (140)mjJ-1 (140)

= ET(m) ir(7m)

ET(in) = Er(m) {Y (m) • + * i i ) }

E, Wm • i, + (E ,l "MP- , i,
.+1 ~ ( 1 4 1 )

{E(m).h, + E(mJ).h, h,

+ E. f.h"

Ec, (m) e, + E,,, f

Given , and propagation direction Z,, an orthogonal polarization vector Ii may

be defined as hi, = Z, x ,. Unit vectors '. and i, are used to decompose the total

incident E-Field of Eq (140) into CP and XP components by a simple dot product

operation. The incident E-Field is decomposed into orthogonal components as shown

in Eq (141). Radome depolarization will manifest itself by introducing an XP

response as indicated.

The primary goal is to characterize radome depolarization effects on the overall

system, specifically the effects on boresight error. For this development the element

polarization direction ýA is the primary vector used for CP/XP field decomposition
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where it is assumed that ýA represents the polarization of a "typical" array element,

neglecting any polarization differences due to the element's location within the array.

Typical planar array elements include dipoles, open ended waveguides, slotted

waveguides, and horns [1]. For planar arrays constructed with these elements the

orthogonal polarization vector h' A is defined as I' A = 
71

A X eA where hA is the

aperture plane (i.e., plane containing array elements) surface normal vector.

Aperture polarization vectors eA and F1 A are used to decompose the incident E-Field

expression of Eq (140) into CP and XP components as shown below.

fT() = ET(n) (eT(rn) ., + i(m(") .A

= -1 (142)

+ ý{(m). -,h E ,.

= Eýp(m) A + EL(m)kAA

7.3 Element Voltages

By decomposing the incident E-Field into the CP and XP components identified

in Eq (142) element polarization effects may be accounted for in determining

element voltage responses. Figure 22 represents the basic element model used for

deriving voltage expressions for the m" array element.
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Vm
Figure 22. Aperture Element Model

The A. and 4, terms in Figure 22 represent the amplitude and phase weights

used for controlling the shape and main beam pointing direction. Assuming mutual

coupling effects are identical for all elements, regardless of their location within the

array, the CP elemen, pattera fcP(6,4), XP element pattern f (0,4), and element

polarization directions eA/hi A aie identical. This is a reasonable assumption for

analyzing densely populated arrays which utilized amplitude tapers for pattern

control. Array elements near the aperture edges exhibit atypical mutual coupling

effects which are offset by amplitude weights which are significantly less than

elements located near the center. Independent CP and XP element patterns allow

for varying polarization responses to be analyzed depending on the specific element

being used. For a typical element as shown in Figure 22 the tota! voltage response
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V, can be expressed as shown in Eq (143) where ETp(m) and Exp(m) are as given

in Eq (142).

"I',, = A,,, eI4"{ffv(0,,4) Erc(r) + f,, (8,4•) E(m)} (13
V.A (143)

= VcP(m) + VX,(m)

74 Monopulse En-or Signal

Monopulse sum and difference voltages are derived by applying the orinciple of

superposition. The aperture's far-field radiation patterns are obtained by coherently

combining the individual element responses as given by Eq (143). As identified in

Section 2.3, a "simple" method for obtaining monopulse operation is implemented as

shown in Figure 5 [1]. The system depicted in Figure 5 is for single plane monopulse

processing, i.e., target/source location estimated with regard to a single scan plane.

For this system the monopulse sum voltage VsuM may be expressed as given in

Eq (144) where the sum voltage is calculated by directly summing the individual

element responses from all elements within the array. The monopulse difference

voltage VDU is obtained by dividing the aperture into two symmetrical half-planes for

which the element responses within each half-plane are summed. The half-plane sum

voltages are then phase weighted and summed such that a 180" phase change occurs

in VDEL upon crossing from one half-plane to the other. Half-plane locations are

arbitrary provided elements are symmetrically located on either side of the dividing

line.
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"SUM = E (Vcp(m) + VX÷(M))
(144)

= I[A,. e"'JICP(6,dAEjp,(m) +fx"(O,ý) ET(m)}]

A dual plane/four quadrant monopulse system is used for analysis and modeling

purposes. Typical systems employ monopulse operation in two orthogonal planes,

i.e., azimuth and elevation or equivalently, yaw and pitch. For these systems the

aperture is divided into symmetrical quadrants and a monopulse difference voltage

VFEL is generated for each "plane" of monopulse operation. Element voltages within

each aperture quadrant are summed to produce quadrant sum voltages. Quadrant

sums are then combined to produce a single monopulse sum voltage and two

independent difference voltages, one for each monopulse plane of operation. Sum

and difference voltage expressions for analysis and modeling are derived by assuming

the zperture is initially located in the x-y plane. As shown in Figure 23 the aperture

is divided into four symmetrical quadrants A, B, C, and D. Element voltages of the

form given by Eq (143) are summed within each quadrant to produce element

quadrant voltages VA, VB, VC, and VD' For element coordinates given by

[x,(m),y,(m),O] the resulting quadrant voltages may be expressed as given by Eq (145)

From the quadrant voltages of Eq (145) monopulse sum and diffeience voltages

may be expressed as given by Eq (146) where the x-z and y-z planes correspond to

the azimuth (AZ) and elevation (EL) planes, respectively. The 180' difference

pattern phase shift required across the aperture is determined by the phase
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A B

C D

Figure 23. Four Quadrant Monopulse Geometry

V,= {(V,,(m) + V(,(m)} for x,(m) < 0 and y,(m) > 0

iV {(V,(m) + Vp(m)} for x,(m) > 0 and y,(m) > 0

"(145)

V,7 { {V,,(m) V Vx(,n)} for x,(Q) < 0 and y,(m) < 0

v= {fvýp,(,) + V..(n)} for x,(m) > 0 and y,(m) < 0
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VSM = VA + yE + VC + V

V (V. V=c( e + (• ( + VD)' (146)

Vlaj-= (VA + VD)e' + (vC + VD)e-J

terms a and p. The vajues of a and p selected determine the "nominal" value of the

relative phase difference between Vsuh, and VD0 L. The "nominal" phase difference

value represents an ideal system and is typically either O" or 90". The nominal

relative phase difference is achieved under ideal conditions with plane wave

illumination and no noise, clutter, or other multi-path effects present. Since it is

generally impossible to predict specific deviatiohs of the relative phase from its

nominal value, radars are typically designed for one of the two nominal relative

values [1]. For this development a nominal relative phase value of 0' is established

by setting a = 0 = 7r/2.

For generating the moilopulse boresight error signal E,(Y.v,) from the complex

monopulse voltage ratio VDEL/VsUM an "exact" monopulse processor is implemented.

An "exact" monopulse processor is arbitrarily defined as a processor capable of

producing the real part of the compiex VDEL/"VSUM ratio perfectly for each angle

coordinate. For , nominal relative phase value of 0' the usual practice is to process

only the real part ot the complex ratio "'The rationale is that the target contributes

only to the real part while noise, interference, and clutter contribute equally to the

real and imaginary parts" [1]. The "exact' monopulse processor boresight

error E,,(y,v) may be expressed as gwen by Eq (147) where the eiror is defined over
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the angular range of y at a frequency of v. The monopulse sensitivity K is

determined by the slope of the normalized difference pattern and has units of

(v/v)iRad [2].

E,,,(y,u) -- Re VDJ-VSUM] K-1 I VD-• Cos " •Pd, - it,) (Radians)K , I vsI ' (147)

where 4oD = Phase of V,' and 4os = Phase of VsU

The expression in Eq (147) is referred to as an "error signal" because it

represents the angular off-set of a source/target relative to the monopulse boresight

axis. Under ideal conditions a far-field source located on the monopulse boresight

axis produces a difference pattern voltage of zero and a maxmmum sum pattern

voltage, resulting in EP(y,v) going to zero. A source/target not located on boresight

produces a bipolar error signal with magnitude indicating the amount and sign

indicating the direction of error.

Z5 System Boresiglit Error

The monopulse boresight error E.,(y,v) is used to establish and characterize the

boresight error for the overall radome, radar, and monopulse prxcessing "system".

In this context, "system" boresight error (BSE) is defined as the angle indicated by

Eq (147) when the aperturt Was no pointing error, i.e., the aperture scan direction

equals the source location This is equivalent to fixing the aperture scan direction
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while repositioning the source until Eq (147) equals zero. The angular difference

between the scan direction and source location is the system BSE. As defined, the

system BSE is the key metric used in characterizing monopulse tracking errors 2 the

presence of radome depolarization and phase front distortion. For a given aperture

scan direction the system BSE may be expressed as in Eq (148) where ý, is a unit

vector in the aperture scan direction and unit vector h ., represents the direction of

the source location such that E,.P(y,v) = 0. Hence, one has

= cos-, (ioA,,) (148)
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VIII. Analysis and Modeling Validation

8.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the procedures for validating results of Chapters III

thru '/L An overview of the Fortran computer model is presented to summarize

approximately 10,000 lines of computer code written to support the validation

process. A model flow diagram, input parameters, and output data format are

presented.

Modeled results are validated using limiting case data, published empirical and

experimental data, and production "system" boresight error (BSE) acceptance test

data. Limiting cases (zero BSE) considered include: air radomes, hemispheric

radomes (over limited scan ranges), and radome boresight scanning. Published

empirical and experimental data for a hemispheric radome with a displaced aperture

is considered for initial model validation with measured BSE data. Measured BSE

data from multiple production "system" acceptance tests is then used for final model

validation. The validated production "system" model is used to characterize overall

refractive effects on BSE prediction. Effects of refraction are characterized in both

principal and diagonal scan planes.

8.2 Model Development

This section provides an overview of the model developed for validating analysis

results obtained in Chapters II thru VII. Detailed coding procedures are not

presented. rather basic model control and functional flow are considered. The

developed model predicts the entire "front-to-back" performance of the overall
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"system". Program control and flow is dictated by the key "system" component

parameters identified in previous chapters. The model was developed on the

VAX 8650 processing system and is comprised of one main program and

approximately 40 subroutines, all written in a standard Fortran computer language.

With the exception of two IMSL math/library subroutines used for solving reflection

point equations of Chapter IV, the model is self-supporting.

Figure 24 is a functional flow diagram for the overall model. Model input data

is provided in three separate data files, one data file per "system" component. The

RADOME.IN data file provides ogive reference surface parameters and radome

layer electrical parameters. In conjunction with a taper function subroutine, this data

file completely describes the radome structure. The RADAR.IN data file provides

control variables required to completely establish aperture and monopulse processing

characteristics. Parameters controlled by the RADAR.IN data file

include: mechanical/electrical scanning, element field pattern and polarization,

element location, aperture amplitude taper, gimbal arm length and pivot point

location, azimuth/elevation monopulse plane, and co/cross-polarized system Boresight

Error (BSE) calculation. Operation of the overall "system" is controlled by variables

contained in the SYSTEM.IN data file. This data file controls propagation

characteristics and aperture scan angles. Propagation characteristics are controlled

such that the model generates output data with or without a radome present, with or

without reflection points included, and with or without overall refractive effects.

Aperture scan angle control variables allow for three aperture scan patterns to be

implemented, including: 1) a "diagonal" scan through the origin in an arbitrary
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4), = constant plane, 2) an "azimuth" scan where 0, and 4), are varied to produce a

constant elevation angle, and 3) an "elevation" scan where 0, and 4), are vaned to

produce a constant azimuth angle. The reference E-Field is also established and

characterized by variables and parameters contained in the SYSTEM.IN data file.

Reference E-Field location, axial ratio, tilt, magnitude, phase, and frequency are all

determined in accordance with specified input data.

The flow diagram of Figure 24 indicates the final output of the model is BSE

data. As defined in Chapter VII, system BSE is the key metric for characterizing the

monopulse tracking error of the "system". An output BSE estimate/prediction is

provided for each comb~nation of 6, and 4), generated by the model. Aperture scan

angles 0, and 4), are varied within the model according to the flow diagram Upon

completing all 014), combinations, as dictated by the input data, a table of scan angles

and corresponding BSE estimates is output.

User selectable intermediate outputs are available from the model at various

points along the processing path. These outputs allow for "system" component

responses to be independently analyzed and are identified as the A*, B*, and C*

points in Figure 24. At A* co/cross-polarized incident E-Field components are

available. This output contains phase front distortion and depolarization effects due

soiely to propagation through the radome. The level of radome depolarization may

be ascertained by comparing the incident E-Fields at this point with an established

polarization reference. Voltage outputs at B* are used primarily for characterizing

the "system's" far-field radiation patterns and monopulse trucking sensitivity. Radar
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performance (half-power beamwidth, first sideiobe level, etc.) is characterized at this

point by generating model results with no radome present. The final intermediate

output point C* allows for the monopulse error signal E.P(y,v) to be analyzed under

varying conditions presented by the radome and radar. This output corresponds to

the monopulse "S-curve" used for pointing error corrections in monopulse tracking

systems.

A series of comparative analysis data is presented to characterize and validate the

model's performance. Limiting cases for which BSE = 0* are first considered as

a means for establishing bounds on numerical processing and modeling errors.

Empirically derived and published expei imental results are used for limiting case data

validations. Finally, measured BSE data from a radome production facility is used

to complete the validation process. Refraction effects for specified radome structures

are also investigated.

8.3 Limitiug Case Viahdation

The "system" analysis results and computer model pred.ctions are first validated

by comparison with limiting case data, i e, special test cases for which system BSE

is known to be zero. Three specific such cases were considered under the iesearch

effort. Fist, an arbitrarily thick single layer radome with both the relative

permittivity c, and relative permeability u, set to unity will result in a system BSE of

zero. This condition effectively places an "air" radome into the propagation pa,h

while introducing no depolarization or phase front distortion effects. The second

limiting case considered is a hemispheric radome. Regardless of the number of
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radome layers, layer thicknesses, and layer electrical properties, a "hemispheric

radome will have zero boresight error if the receiving aperture is located at the

sphere center" [6]. Regardless of where the aperture is scanned within the

hemisphere, the symmetrically distorted phase front incident on the aperture

produces zero BSE. This is also true for arbitrarily shaped radomes when the

aperture is 'looking"/scanned through the radome's boresight axis (tip) if the radome

is circularly symmetric which is the case for all cases considered in this effort. All

limiting case BSE data is generated using a mechanically scanned 32-element

5-wavelength diameter aperture with dimensions as shown below.

Sy

@ GG$9 $${9{

ax x .8 x

Figure 25. 32-Element Quadrant Symimetric Aperture
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The aperture in Figure 25 is quadrant symmetric with uniform amplitude weights

applied to the elements. This particular Pperture configuration is of interest because

1) limiting case BSE conditions are independent of aperture and monopulse

processing characteristics and 2) experimental data for this configuration is available.

Radar parameters were input into the model and the model run for the case with no

radome present. The normalized sum and difference patterns of Figures 26 and 27

were returned from the model. Data plotted in Figure 26 reveals a Half-Power

Beamwidth (HPBW) of approximately .2027 Rads and a First Sidelobe-Level (FSLL)

of approximately -15.0 dB for both the co-polarized and cross-polarized field pattern

responses. The cross-polarized response is obtained by setting the reference E-Field

polarization orthogonal to the element polarization without changing the reference

E-Field scan plane. The decreased cross-polarized response at higher scan angles

results from polarization mismatch conditions. The HPBW and FSLLs generated by

the model compare very well with experimental and empirical data. From Figure 25

it is observed that the 32-element aperture is neither truly rectangular nor truly

circular. A 5-wavelength rectangular aperture with uniform amplitude illumination

will exhibit a HPBW and FSLL on the order of .1766 Rads and -13.26 dB,

respectively. An equivalent circular aperture has a HPBW and FSLL on the order

of .2038 Rads and -17.6 dB, respectively [15]. The .2027 Rad HPBW and -15 dB

FSLL obtained trom the model fall well within these limits and are acceptable for

validating the model for cases with a radome present.
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Figure 26. Co/Cross-Polarized Normalized Sum Patterns

The normalized difference pattern plotted in Figure 27 characterizes the

sensitivity of the monopulse system and represents both the co-polarized and cross-

polarized responses which are identical for the case considered The monopulse

sensitivity K of the system is defined as the slope of the normalized difference pattern

near boresight, i.e., at an azimuth angle of zero. From the data used to plot

Figure 27 a value of K = .1158 (v/v)IDeg was obtained. This compares very

favorably with a published sensitivity value of K = . 1 (v/v)/Deg [2]. With radar far-

field patterns and monopulse sensitivity accurately characterized, model validation

using limiting case BSE conditions is next considered.
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8.3.1 Air Radomes. Various combinations of air radome parameters were input

into the model using the 32-element radar and monopulse processing previously

validated. Figures 28 and 29 represent typical BSE data returned from the model.

Figure 28 represents data obtained for the 'TE" polarization case using a constant

thickness radome with three different fineness ratios. Figure 29 is equivalent data for

the 'TM" polarization case. The '71' and 'TM" polarization designations ale

determined by the orientation of the element polarization vector ý, and reference

E-Field polarization vector ý, relative to the aperture scan plane. The designation

"TE" is used when both ý, and ý, are perpendicular to the aperture scan plane.
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Likewise, the "TM" designation is used when both ý, and ý, are parallel to the

aperture scan plane (this convention is used throughout the remainder of the

dissertation).
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Figure 28. Limiting Case BSE, Air Radome TE Polarization

For the six cases shown in Figures 28 and 29 the predicted BSE is less

than .014 mRads over the 30 degree scan range when compared to a theoretical

value of zero degrees. Approximately twelve additional test cases were run for

varying radome structures, including multi-layer tapered designs with as many as four

layers. For ail cases considered the predicted BSE never exceeded the .014 mRad.

The .014 mRad ;americal/modehng error is approximately two orders of magnitude
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below expected measured BSE values. Typical radome BSE maximum values fall in

the range of 2 to 8 mRads. Hence, the .014 mRad modeling error is within

acceptable limits.
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Figure 29. Limiting Case BSE, Air Radome TM Polarization

8.3 2 Hemispheric Radomes. A hemispheric radome induces symmetrical phase

front distortions on an incident plane wave and as noted previously, a receiving

aperture located at the sphere center will indicate zero BSE. Figures 30 and 31

represent BSE data satisfying this condition. The data presented is for a specific

radome design of a half-wave constant thickness hemispheric radome smoothly

terminated in a cylindrical section.
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Figure 30. Limiting Case, Hemispheric Radome TE Polarization

The data was generated using ogive reference parameters of R = 3.41,

W = 6.8., and a dielectriLt constant of c; = 5.3. For both the TE and TM

polarization cases, a curve showing overall refractive effects is also included. As

shown, refactive effects ,io influence system BSE but do not significantly impact BSE

magnitude. Equivalent BSE results were obtained for both single layer and multi-

layer hemispheric radomes with dielectric constants varying between 4.8 and 9 3. For

all hemispheric test cases considered, the limitiig case BSE magnitude was less than

.06 mRads for alt scan angles. The erratic behavior/fluctuation in BSE estimates

beyond a 10" scan angle is attributable to an interaction between radar sidelobes and
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the cylinder section termination. Although these effects tend to increase the average

limiting case BSE, the .06 mRad upper limit BSE estimate is acceptable for all

practical purposes.
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Figure 31. Limiting Case, Hemispheric Radome TM Polarization

8.3.3 RadomeBoresight Scanning. Circularly symmetric radome structures induce

symmetrical phase front distortions on incident plane waves upon propagating

through the radome along the boresight axis, i.e., through the tip. This limiting case

condition parallels the preceding hemispheric radome case ana occurs regardless of

the actual radome design, i.e., is independent of the number of radome layers and

electrical properties. Radome designs used for generating data in Figures 28 and 29
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were used to establish a worst case BSE error estimate for an azi-muth scan angle

of 0'. Multi-layer and single layer radome designs with fineness ratios in the range

of 2 to 3 were considered. Radome design frequency, number of layers, and

electrical properties were varied for both the TE and TM polarization cases. Given

a specific number of radome layers, co;responding taper functions (including constant

thickness), and a specified fineness ratio, thc system BSE at 0' remained virtually

constant for all variations of radome electrical properties, E-Field polarizations, and

refractive effect combinations. The maximum limiting case BSE ootained was

primarily dependent on radome geometrical properties and varied between .01

and .02 mRads for all test cases considered. As with previous limiting case BSE

bounds, this error limit is acceptable and finalizes the aialysis and modeling

validation under limiting case conditions.

8.4 Hemispheric Radome Validation: Displaced Aperture

Initial validation of analysis and modeling results with experimentally measured

data is accomplished using a "system" comprised of the 32-element quadrant

symmetric aperture and the uniform half-wave hemispheric radome of Section 8.3.2

with R = 3.4AX, W = 6.8X, and e, = 5.3. The aperture center of rotation/lpivot

point is displaced one wavelength behind the radome center of curvature,

intentionally introducing a small measurable amount of system BSE. Model results

are validated by comparison with published experimenta! and predicted BSE data.

The data plotted in Figures 32 and 33 represents medsured (I) and numerically

predicted (o) results for 'system" BSE [21.
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The dashed line represents model results and clearly indicates a good first-order

approximation to plotted curves. Because of restrictions placed on the reflected

E-Field contributions during model development, i.e., reflected E-Field equations of

Chapter IV are valid only for radomes with fineness ratios greater than two, the first-

order approximation of the model does not possess the higher-order variations

present on the measured and numerically predicted data (by definition all

hemispheric radomes have a fineness ratio of one). Numerically predicted estimates

of the published data were obtained via a computationally intense surface integration

technique. Current model results, obtained from a geometric optics technique which

ranks much lower in computational intensity, compares very well with the surface

integration results In fact, data presented in Figures 32 and 33 indicates the current

technique provides a superior estimate of first-order BSE characteristics (considering

the average slope of the data presented).

Consistent with previous modeling efforts, the correlation between measured and

predicted data is better for the TM polarization case than it is for the TE

polarization case. These differences are generally "associated with the 'Aanar slab

approximatnon for TE and TM modes in the highly curved radome tip

region" 12, 21]. Locally planar approximations are less valid in this region resulting

in poorer transmission coefficient estimates. Although there is no "highiy" curved tip

region for the hemispheric radonie under consideraton, the radius of curvature in the

perpendicular (TE) plane of incdence is smaller than the radius of curvature in the

parallel (TM) plane of incidence for a given azimuth scan angle. Considering the

terminated hemisphere geometry and displaced aperture location, the radius of
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curvature decreases for TE polarization and increases for TM polarization as the

azimuth scan angle is increased This condition accounts for poorer BSE correlation

at higher scan angles for the TE polarization test case.

8.5 Production System Validation

&5.1 Introduction. A production radome. radar, and monopulse processing

"system" is considered for final analysis and modeling valida.ion. The production

"system" is used for model validation for several reasons. First, measured electrical

and mechanical data is available on each component of the "system". Given

measured component data, intermediate model outputs may be used to validate

individual component responses prior to validating the overall model response.

Second, acceptance test/quality control data from several production units is available.

Validated analysis and modeling results are obtained by comparison with average

data from multiple test cases, eliminating the possibility of validating against an

isolated" test case which "happens" to match model results. Third, acceptance test

results on production units are well dociamented and accomplished under tightly

controlled test conditions. Therefore, model inputs may be established such that

modeled conditions dccurately match conditions used in taking measured data.

Lastly, measured system BSE data is available on the overall integrated "system". A

final acceptance tcst accomplished by radome production facilities involves

characterizing the system's far-field radiation patterns and BSE response. A

complete radome. radar, and monopulse processing system is utilized for these tests.
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Final analysis and modeling validation is accomplished by comparing model results

with the final system BSE measurements.

The following sections describe the validation process used. As with previous

validation cases, the radar aperture and monopulse processing portions of the model

are completely characterized and validated prior to including a radome in the system.

All component specifications and measured data used in the following validation

process were provided by a radome production facility. The "system" used is

comprised of a mechanically scanned 1368-element aperture corporately fed to

produce dual-plane monopulse processing and a single layer tapered radome.

8.5.2 Modeled Radar Aperture. A mechanically scanned 1368-element planar

array is used for validating the radar and monopulse processing portion of the model.

The aperture is approximately 28-wavelengths in diameter with array elements

oriented in a triangular lattice grid pattern. The elements are slotted waveguides

possessing negligible cross-polarized responses. A corporate RF feed structure is

used t. simultaneously produce a single sum pz.ttern output and independent azimuth

(x-z plane) and elevation (y-z plane) difference pattern outputs. The measured (*)

data plotted in Figure 34 represents the normalized ra~dial amphlide !aper applied

across the aperture. By comparing the raised co•ine arnJ cosmn amplitude tapers

with the measured taper, it is evident that the measured taper approximately equals

the cosine taper for radial distances less than one-third. Beyond this point, the

measured taper is approximately the average value of the cosine and cosine2 tapers
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These conditions define the amplitude taper used for model validation and are

summarized by Eq (149) where x is the normalized radial distance from the aperture

center [22]. Equation (149) is plotted in Figure 35 for comparison with the

measured taper using a pedestal height of h = .185 . Taper values calculated in

accordance with Eq (149) closely approximate the measured taper and are acceptable

for modeling purposes.
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Figure 34. Amplitude Taper, Measured vs. Cosine/Cosine2

A (x) I h+(I h)cos(2 0 !x:•.3 (149)

h + I (I -h) cos(25.x){ +1 cos(I-x.)} .3- x , 1
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Figure 35. Amplitude Taper, Measured vs. Calculated

The modeled amplitude taper of Eq (149) is used ii, conjunction with given array

element locations to characterize and validate the radar far-field pattern

characteristics and monopulse processing sensitivity. Figures 36 and 37 show the

co-polarized normalized sum and difference pattern responses of the modeled radar

system. A HPBW of 2.488" and FSLL of -30.07 dB were calculated from model

results of Figure 36. These radiation parameters compare extremely well with

specified/measured HPBW and FSLL values of 2.5" and -30 dB, respectively,

validating the modeled radar geometry and amplitude taper functton.
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The co-polarized normalized difference pattern of Figure 37 is used to

characterize the radar system's monopulse sensitivity. From the slope of the

normalized difference pattern at an azunuth angle of 0, a calculated monopulse

sensitivity of K = 31.0 (v/v)/Rad is obtained. This model value identically matches

the measured sensitivity value provided by the radome production facility. The near

perfect pattern characteristics and monopulse sensitivity value clearly validate the

model's radar response for the production system.
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Figure 38. Production Aperture, Uniform/Radial Taper Comparison

The modeled production system radar is used to validate the model response for

various amplitude tapers Far-field patterns tsing the 1368-element 28-wavelength

diameter aperture were generated for various amphtude tapers provided by the
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model. Specifically, uniform and radial (approximate cosine) amplitude tapers were

characterized. Figure 38 is a plot of calculated sum patterns comparing a uniform

amplitude taper response with three different radial tapers. Table 1 provides

comparison data for calculated HPBW and FSLL values from data of Figure 38 and

published theoretical daia for circular apertures [17]. Calculated HPBW and FSLL

values compare very well with corresponding theoretical values, validating model

results for the tapers considered.

Table 1. Taper Comparison, Calculated/Theoretical HPBWs and FSLLs

TAPER Uniform Radial Radial 2 Radial 3

HPBW (Deg) 2.08/2.02 2.44/252 2.7512.91 3.15/3.34

FSLL (.dB) 17.53117.60 24.19/24.50 30.48130.50 35.95135.80

(Calculated / Theoretical)

85.3 Modeled Production Radome The production radome considered for

validation purposes is a single layer tapered radome. The specific design selected

satisfies the circularly symmetric requirement and falls within the moderate-to-large

sized class of radomes (exceeds the 5 to 10-wavelength dimensional requirement)
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The radome is produced on an inner contour mandrel by building up a layer of

dielectric material exceeding the desired Outer Mold Line (OML) thickness

specifications. Once properly cured, the radome OML is ground to specifications

such that the desired radome taper is achieved. Radome production specifications

and acceptance test data packages were obtained on three identical radome units

from an unioentified production facility. Acceptance test data packages for the three

radomes were randomly selected from approximately 40 available production units.

Measured "system" BSE data used in the following validation process is "average"

data, representing averaged BSE values from the three selected production units.

The first step in validating model results with the production radome was to

determine/define the reference ogive surface parameters R and W. Mandrel data

supplied with the radome specifications was plotted and compared with several ogive

surfaces generated by varying ogive parameters R and W. Comparisons revealed that

the production radome inner surface could be very closely fitted to a truncated

tangent ogive surface, i.e., a non-tangent ogive surface generated by displacing the

tangent ogive base plane toward the ogive tip. By using a tangent ogive reference

surface with a compensated aperture gimbal point location, an accurate inner radome

surface equation was generated using values of R = 234.472X and W = 36.136X,

resulting in an overall radome length of L = 90.26X The specified aperture gimbal

point location of z. = 15.933X. was re-established as z, = 28.9911 for the modeled

radome. The spec;fied gimbal arm length of 3.983X remained unchanged for

modeling purposes.
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The OML grind specifications were used in conjunction with established ogive

reference surface parameters to determine the layer taper function t(O). A list of

radome station locations (distances from the radome tip) and corresponding grind

thicknesses were provided with the radome production data. The thicknesses

provided were determined on the original radome development effort by empirical

methods using countless "build and test" iterations. As such, no analytical procedures

were applied to determine,'establish a "function" to accurately describe the radome

"taper. Since the grind thicknesses were measured along the surface normal direction

at given radome station locations, the procedure developed in Section 3.4.2 for

generating "idea?' taper functions, Eqs (50) thru (55), was applied to convert normal

thickness grind specifications into corresponding taper function values. Specifically,

grind thickness values were used in place of the d. values calculated by Eq (52).

The normalized taper function profile obtained from the procedure using the

grind specifications is provided in Figure 39 as "actual" taper values. The lack of

"smoothness" at scan angles around 5" is attributable to constant normal thickness

grind specifications in the radome tip region The actual radome taper as a function

of surface normal direction begins at about 9.5X from the radome tip. The "idear'

Gaussian taper function of Eq (56), as established using identical ogive surface

parameters and dielectric constant for a half-wave wall design, is also plotted in

Figure 39. The shape of the two curves is nearly identical with a difference of less

than .051 in normalized taper value over the 30" scan range. In fact, a shift in scan

angles of approximately 5" for either of the two curves results in a near perfect

match. Given that the original radomie taper design was empirically "tuned" for
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optimum transmission and BSE performance, !he near perfect fit of "actual" and

"ideal" curves in Figure 39 represents an important step in validating the "idear' taper

function concept developed in Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 39. Production Radome, Actual vs. "Ideal" Taper

8.5.4 Final BSE Validation. The actual and "ideal' taper functions are both used

in the final BSE validation procedure Acceptance test BSE data was provided at

two distinct test frequencies. The measured (-) data points in Figures 40 and 41

represent averaged BSE values at frequencies of FL and F1i, respectively. These

frequencies represent the radome design frequenzy (FO) and the upper edge limit of

an 8.5% bandwidth (Fii). The data was obtained using linearly polarized array
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element: (; = •) aild a variably polarized reference E-Field (•, = •). A nominal

dielectric constant value of e, = 4.8 with a loss-tangent of .014 was assumed for the

tapered layer. The aperture was scanned in the monopulse rzimuth plane (x-z plane)

and corresponding in-plane BSE estimates were computed. The solid and dashed

curves represent model results using the actual and "ideal" tapers, respectively.

Modeled productio, "system" results required approximately 20 minutes of computer

processing time to calculate and outpt 31 discrete scan angle and BSE estimates,

approximately 40 seconds pei Oud, combination. This equates to a processing time

of approximately 30 mSec/element/scan angle for the 1368-element aperture being

modeled. Considering the goal to limit computational intensity, this is an acceptable

processing rate for developmental system design efforts.

Comparison of measured BSE data with modeled results using the actual taper

reveals a BSE prediction erior of approximately .5 mRads or less for both

frequencies considered, extremely good prediction results considering the geometric

optics propagation technique being implemented. For a moderate decrease in the

nominal dielectric constant value (approximately 6%) a near perfect match betweer

actual taper and measu. ed BSE data could be achieved. Radome production

toleran~ces and variations in dielectric' material electrical properties could easily

account for a .5 mRad prediction error. Given that these results were obtaned for

1) an arbitrarily selected radome design satisfying dimensional and symmetry

requirements, 2) multiple randomly selected production radome units, and 3) multiple

frequency BSE rneisurements. they clearly validate the overall anialysis and modeling

approach developed .n Chapters III thru VII for the production "system" considered.
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"IdeaT' taper model results plotted in Figures 40 and 41 compare favorably mith

actual taper and measured BSE data. At Fl. "ideal" BSE predictions are consistently

lower than actual ,aper results. Assuming predicted BSE results are co isistently

higher than measured BSE values, as irdicated in figure 40 by comparison of actual

taper and measured BSE values, the lower "ideal" BSE predictions suggest that

implementation of the "ideal" taper function in an actual radome structure may

improve measured BSE performance. Data presented in Figures 39 thru 41 relating

actual taper and "ideal" taper characteristics strongly suggest that the "ideal" taper

function development process produces a candidate taper function which 1) closely

approximates empirically "tuned" tapers, potentially resulting in fewer "build-and-test"

iterations during radome design/development, and 2) yields modeled BSE predictions

which are consistent with both measured and empirically tuned results.

8.6 Refractive Effects on BSE Prediction

Refractive propagation effects on BSE prediction are characterized using the

validated production "system" model. Refractive effects are incorporated into the

model in accordance with procedures developed in Section 5.5 and are characterized

in both principal and diagonal scan planes at several test frequencies.

The azimuth monopulse processing plane (x-z plane) is used for principal scan

plane characterization. Figures 42 and 43 are modeled results obtained for

frequencies of F1, and F11, respectively. A marginal reduction in predicted BSE is

indicated over the 30" scan range, corresponding to a marginal improvement in BSE

prediction wben compared with data in Figures 40 and 41.
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The marginal improvement in BSE prediction is achieved at the expense of

computational efficiency. Additional convergence requirements and overhead

calculations are required when overall refractive effects are included in model

calculations. Refractive effect calculations increase computer processing time by

approximately 80%, from 20 to 36 minutes for 31 discrete data point calculations,

A severe processing penalty is incurred if second-order refractive effects are included

!n BSE calculations when considering the marginal "improvement" in predicted BSE

values.

Diagonal scan plane characterization is included for completeness. Field pattern

anomalies in the diagonal scan plane generally result in poorer measured "system"

BSE performance for given "system" designs. Cross-polarized field components and

asymmetrical phase front distortions are introduced along diagonal scan planes,

producing "system" BSE in both the azimuth and elevation monopulse processing

planes. Data presented in Figures 44 thru 46 represents modeled BSE results for a

diagonally scanned aperture and is "typical" of data obtained for both monopulse

processing planes. The aperture was scanned from the origin in a constant

i, = 7r/4 Rad scan plane. Data presented is for three distinct frequencies

representing the design frequency FD and lower/upper band edges of a 6.5%

bandwidth, FL and Fi1 respectively. The figures clearly indicated marginal difference

between refractive and non-refractive test cases. As witi. the production "system"

refractive results, a marginal improvement in BSE prediction is obtained for a

substantiai sacrifice in computational efficiency.
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IAX Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

A unique analysis and modeling approach was developed to determine radome

depolarization and phase front distortion effects on monopulse receiver tracking

performance. Previously developed ray-trace receive propagation techniques were

modified to include ray refractive effects in analyzing moderate- to large-sized

radar/radome systems. A novel multi-layer tapered radome model was developed to

analyze arbitrarily shaped radomes using a tangent ogive reference surface. The

radome model development included a unique "ideal" taper function concept based

on maintaining constant electrical thickness for arbitrary aperture scan angles.

Reflected E-Field cuntribitions were incorporated into the analysis using calculated

reflection points, equations developed for an arbitrary reflecting surface were used

to determine specular (primary) reflection point coordinates. Analysis results were

implemented in a Fortran computer model which predicts the "front-to-back"

boresight error (BSF) performance for an integrated "system." Model results were

validated using empirical limiting case data, published experimental data, and

production "system" acceptance test data Predicted BSE values from the model were

consistently within ± I mRad of published surface integration results for hemispheric

radome data and within ± .5 mRad of measured production system acceptance data,

"excellent" results by previously established standards.
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9.2 Recommendations

Four areas are recommended for extending the current work into future analysis

and modeling efforts including, 1) using the developed multi-layer tapered radome

model and calculated reflection results with a surface integration propagation

technique, 2) a polarization sensitivity study to characterize BSE performance under

varying polarization conditions, 3) validation of the "idear' taper function concept with

additional measured data, and 4) using the current analysis and modeling procedure

to predict image lobe level and location. Each of these recommendations are

addressed in the following paragraphs.

Hemispheric data presented in Figures 22 and 23 indicates a significant

improvement in BSE estimation may be realized if current analysis and modeling

procedures are implemented using surface integration propagation techniques.

However, full implementation of such a technique will increase required processing

time, possibly to an unacceptable level for developmental system analysis. A "hybrid"

propagation technique should be considered to reduce the processing burden. From

Figures 22 and 23 it is evident that the current ray-tracing development accurately

predicts first-order BSE characteristics. Reflected E-Field components generally

contribute to the higher-order "variations" present on predicted and measured BSE.

curves, "variations" which are most accurately predicted by surface integration

techniques. Future studies should consider using a "hybrid" propagation technique

to combine first-order ray-tracing and higher-order surface integration results into a

composite BSE estimate, i.e., superimpose surface integration variations on ray-trace

receive data. Excellent BSE prediction results are obtained if this procedure is
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applied to data in Figures 22 and 23, indicating that a "hybrid" propagation technique

may provide improved BSE estimates at processing speeds ranging between ray-

tracing and surface integration processing rates. A theoretical basis for "hybrid"

analysis and modeling should be ettablished and validated if appropriate.

Polarization "purity" was maintained throughout analysis and model development

of the current research effort, i.e., E-Field polarization responses were accurately

accounted for along propagation paths. As a result, current results are well suited

for polarization sensitivity analysis for varying polarization conditions. Arbitrarily

polarized reference E-Fields, arbitrarily polarized aperture elements, independent

co/cross-polarized processii.g channels, and accurate radome characterization are

essential elements for accurately characterizing radome depolarization and BSE

performance under varying polarization conditions. Previous polarization studies

indicated that modulation of the reference E-Field polarization (vary the axial ratio

or tilt angle) generally results in improved/degraded BSE performance depending on

the specific "system" design. Results of such analyses would provide the radar and

electronic countermeasure technical communities valuable insight into

enhanced/degraded "system" performance. A polarization sensitivity study would also

provide information on the level/amount of radome depolarization, as opposed to the

"effects' of depolanzation. The "effects" of radome depolarization on various system

parameters have been extensively analyzed with few research efforts attempting to

characterize the depolarization itself, i.e., establish the level/amount of polarization

"difference" between incident and transmitted E-Fields. The analysis and modeling

technique developed under th6s research effort provides intermediate results for
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predicting/establishing radome depolarizat'on levels. Improved range measurement

techniques are required to provide reliable measured depolarization data. When

available, a comparative analysis between predicted and measured data should be

accomplished.

The "ideal" taper function concept developed in Section 3.4.2 and implemented

in Section 8.5.3 required additional validation against measured BSE data.

Specifically, an empirically "tuned" production radome design should be modified and

built to include an "idear taper. Measured data from the two radome designs should

then be analyzed and compared to determine the validity of the "ideal" taper function

concept. Data presented in Figures 39 thru 41 suggests the "ideal" taper function

approach may reduce the number of developmental "built-and-test" iterations

required to obtain "near" optimum radome performanc., potentially reducing radome

development time and cost.

As depicted in Figure 4, reflected rays generally form an image lobe(s) anytime

a significant amount of energy is reflected from the radome's inner surface. The

;elative level and location of the image lobe(s) provides an indication of "how well"

the radome is performing. High image lobe levels indicated poor transmission

qualities and image lobe location provides an estimate of where taper improvement

is required. Accurate prediction of image lobe level and location would greatly aid

in radome development efforts. Considering the ability to accurately calculate

specular reflection points (Chapter IV) and far-field radiation patterns, the current

modeling technique is ideally suited for future image lobe analysis. The current

analysis and modeling technique should be extended to allow the reference E-Field
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location to vary beyond the aperture field-of-view, allowing far-field radiation patterns

to oe generated within t 180" of the aperture scan direction. Modeled results would

then be compared with measured image lobe data to validate the image lobe analysis

procedure.
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Appendix A: Special Case Reflection Points

This appendix is provided to augment material prese ited in Chapter IV, Radome

Reflection Points. It provides the detailed derivation procedures used in calculating

special case critical points. Eqs (A.1) thru (A 8) are similar to expressions found in

Chapter IV and are repeated here for completeness and clarity reasons. Eqs (A.1)

and (A.2) represent the scaling process used for generating dimensionless distance

and velocity quantities where R is the radome generating radius and v. is the velocity

of propagation in the medium.

-
V-

Defining:, j(t- R = At ) I(t- -
R R R (A.1)

ad =_a , - b , c iVt
and j -'b.-, =-. v=--

v., v. vm R

From Boundary Conditions:

a )(- _ _t) x t +t
V. RR

.b(A.2)

v. R R
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For the tangent ogive surface under consideration, Eq (A.3) provides the

expression for the surface equations and scaled gradient components at the critical

point. The scaled surface expression of Eq (A.3) and the three equations in

Eq (A.4). in conjunction with the change of variable expressions of Eq (A.5),

represent a system of four equations and four unknowns, the unknowns to be solved

for are a, p, T,, and I.

Scaled Surface Equation

g(x,y,z) =0 _ - l I
2  

2+S~R

where E= -'1 (A.3)
2R

7XF -- 7iC-g - -___ " "C - -~

From Velocity Conditions-

(A.4)

(e - ,.) )Lg"=C -'
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S= sin a cosp where 0 < P < 2r

S= sin a sin pan O < <(A )
=n 0<co s(A5

As presented in Chapter IV, Eqs (A.6) and (A.7) are used for denying critical

point solutions for Case I where it is assumed that both i, and Y, are non-zero. Two

subcases emerged with Eq (A.8) representing the T, solution for Case LA, as derived

in Chapter IV. The second sub-case, Case L.B, is further sub-divided into a series of

cases, all of which cause the T, expression of Eq (A.8) to be invalid, i.e., cause

division by zero

For Case 1, & *O and 0cO

L -___k_C_ C-k • •y,-a ,•

i-k, b-k

where (ý)= d•e 1, and -(i,) Si, (A.7)

- isna (kycosP -k~sinf) E,(sinacosP3 -k- - 9,(siacosfo -k.)
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For Case IA: sinc(kcosp - ksinp) 0

_- ,(sin a sinP - k,) - ,(sina cos3 - k) (A.8)

sin cc(k~cosp -ksin P)

For Case I.B.1, it is assumed that sin(a) = 0. Eqs (A.9) thru (A.13) summarize

the results of matking this assumption. The goal is to establish a set of conditions,

which when satisfied, result in sin(a) = 0 and provide an alternate solution to Case

I.A. Eqs (A.10) thru (A.12) form such a set of conditions, which when satisfied,

result in the critical point coordinates as given by Eq (A.9).

Case LB 1 :I Suppose sina = 0

Then =smnacosp =0 - 6=0 - f=i, 0
(A-9)

and b=sinasinP=0 - b=0 - 0

a b &6= 0 e =lI - ;Ct~*~

From Equation A.6: "'Condition #1'

2 2 (A. 10)
2.= Xx, + k, F, 0 - -
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From Eons A.3 and A.4:, "Condmon #2'

_2 1___ )_ - 1-kz F =-K f <i, (A. 11)

-e 22,(tk+Z 2) V ic 2 r c ~'

From Eqn A.3 with & =2, and 5,=Y,: "Condtion #3"

2
2  1k (A.12)

=VX -j-- --
K 2•--: k-k =- 2(ri, k)'_

VI W

Fo •r rc=LtS , t ) =L + - , , and L - R R -_(R 2

R 2 2

- ~L W

- 0 <t ,ý <For All Cases"

To veriy the condition expressed in Eq (A. 11), it is first necessary to establish a

maximum scaled critical time. This rnax,mum time is based on the longest distance

belween any given antenna element and the tip of the radome. Assuming a

niax~mum ailite~lna scan anvle of 7r/2 Rads. a worst case condition used only for

calcuuttion p.rpcoses, the maximum distance between an element and the radome tip
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will be given by 1._ = L + W/2. Using this relationship, Eq (A.13) shows the

development process and final expression for the maximum scaled critical time.

For Case I.B.2 it is assumed that kycosp = k~sinp, thereby causing the numerator

of Eq (A.8) to go to zero. From Eq (A.4) it can be shown that for I to be non-zero,

k. cannot equal one. Since k is a unit vector, this implies that k. and ky may not

simultaneously equal zero and is therefore an invalid solution to the assumed

condition. Further, it can be shown from Eq (A.4) that neither the condition that

ký = cosp = 0 nor the condition that kY = sinj3 = 0 are possible solutions since both

would result in I equalling zero. Therefore, a solution exists only if all four terms of

the assumed equation are non-zero. This being the case, ; may be explicitly solved

for as shown in Eq (A.14) and three special cases are considered as a result of the

arctangent function.

For Case LB2: k cosf3 =k sinl3

k o, k',*o0 , cosp 0, sinP 0 - D tan- (•N (A.14)

For Case !.B.2.i: k =ky

- P or3.__ - =
4 4 (A.15)

J,-k, b-k_, -
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For Case I.B.2.i, k. and k. are assumed to be equal and Eq (A.6) is used to show

that 5ý, must equal Y, as shown in Eq (A.15). For Case I.B.2.ii, k. is assumed to be

equal to -ky and Eq (A.6) is again used to show that this assumption results in R,

being equal to -Y, as indicated in Eq (A.16). For both of these cases, I is solved for

and equated to the right hand expression of Eq (A.6). The expression formed, which

when combined with the surface constraint expression of Eq (A.3), forms the system

of two equations and two unknowns (T, and a) shown in Eq (A.17). As for Case I.A,

the system generated is composed of transcendental non-linear expressions requiring

numerical solution techniques

For Case LB.2.ti: k: =-ky

-- p = -. or 3-
4 4 (A.16)

Sa~~-k,. •-k., - ,=: - , Y

Case LB21. and Case IB.2 ih Equations:

(Cosai+) 2 (cosa I-k, 1
2

"V2S[I.

- [2 si (A. 171

(Cosa I~., I 6) -

Take: (+) for P=±-4 , (-) for p =

44
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The final sub-case, Case I.B.2.iii, is for arbitrary values of k, and k, such that

ký 0 +/- ky and pis as given in Eq (A.14). For this value of p, the left-hand side of

the final expression ii' Eq (A.7) identically equals zero. As such, the right-hand side

equals zero and may be used to explicitly solve for a as given in Eq (A.18). With a

and p both calculated, only T, remains unknown and may be determined using

Eqs (A.2) and (A.3). Provided a T, value satisfying Eq (A.3) exists and satisfies the

inequality specified in Eq (A.13), a critical point exists and its coordinates may be

calculated via Eqs (A.2) and (A.5).

For Case LB2.izi: k* k, , ;E,*0 and 0,*

ar= in- y -- ' for 0<a <c Cos< k ý) (A.18)

I rsrnp yý,cosp I

For Case 11: 1, =0 and 9 0

e =0 -- iL.-g =0
2 2 (A.19)

. -k,=1g9,. =-0 - k - =ki 0

For the second major case, Case 11, it is assumed that ,, = 0 and c, # 0.

For 7, = 0 the partial derivative of the refiecting surface g(x.y.z) with respect to x

identically equals zero. As a result, only equality of the last two expressions of
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Eq (A.6) remains valid and the velocity expression relating "f and k. is used to

establish the relationship shown in Eq (A.19). Two sub-cases are considered as a

result of this relationship, Case II A for k, equal zero and Case I1.B for k. not equal

zero.

For Case IIA.1: ký = 0 and sin, = 0

ký = 0 - 9, =0 "Condition#1"

sine=0 J=0 - , = (A.20)

sina 0 a kn , k =0,:L ,•:2,....

• =cosa=±I but e >k, >0 - E=1

From the Velocity Equations

b-k- k, k = xstg(,)
f Y- (A.21)

ky<0 and )7,>0}

X) -< {k or " Condition #2"
1ky>0 and ý,<0

For T - sintcosp =/ = 0, Case II.A is further subdivided into two special

cases. Case II.A I provides soh.uons based on the assumption that either sina = 0

or smn = cosp = 0 and Case II A - provides solutions based on cosp = 0 only.

Eqs 1A.20) thru (A.22) summarize the resu!'s for Case II.A.1. The three conditions
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For =sign+,)k,

J ~1 -kz =IF
= -2 (A.22)

Into the Scaled Surface Equation

"N 2 - •, +K=O "Condition #3"

are derived by considering both the velocity equations and surface constraints as

shown. Given all three conditions are satisfied, a critical point exists with

coordinates 5ý, = 0, y, = 7,, and "i, as given by Eq (A.22).

For Case II.A.2 results are not as easily obtained as outlined in Eqs (A.23)

thru (A.25). As with the previous case, the condition that 7, = 0 must again be

satisfied. Under the assumption that cosp = 0 and given the range of p values

specified in Eq (A.5), only two 6 values are possible, 7r/2 and 31r/2, as indicated in

Eq (A.23). Solving for I. from the velocity equations allows for T, to be explicitly

solved for as a function of a as indicated in Eq (A.24).

For Case IIA.2: ký =0 and cosl3 -0

ký =0 - ir = 0 'Conditon#1"

(A.23)

cos P=0 - snPI=(±r -

2

- b = sina sin1 (±)sina
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Introducing the function f(a), the T€ expression is substituted into the scaled

surface equation resulting in the final expression shown in Eq (A.25), a single

expression of one variable a. Provided an a exists which satisfies this expression, T,

can be calculated from Eq (A.24) and the critical point coordinates determined

via Eq (A.2).

From Velocity Eq&ations

-- I
xg i X Szg(9)[k, sina]

E-k.=\ - (k, -cosa) 2  _ 2 (A.24)

I C ky(; s + (k,-cos a)2  (os a + z,)

0 < (k,-cosix) <-. O < lr :-if < ,(•

cosa (k,;si•)+ (k. -COS a)
2

From Scaled Surface Eqzanonr:

Letting. f(a) (t, - cosce

_Y sie) + (k- cosk) 2

-her -2 x f 2 (a) (A.25)

cosa

-V-f2(a) - I(O)tanalt(a)-41+ýj+K=

For 0 < a < cosi'(k.)
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For Case II.B ký is assumed to be non-zero. As a result. the final expression of

Eq (A.19) is used to explicifly solve for T, leading to test Condition #1 shown in

Eq (A.26). Also, • = k. implies that /3 can be explicitly solved for and the range of

possible a values restricted as shown in Eq (A 27)

For Case I.B: I, =0 , 5ce0 and k*O0

+k- (A.26)

where 0 < - -- 0 "Condition #1"

Since 6 =kk smcacosp *0

then C k.cos I _ ___I I ,! (A.27)
ksmc sin a

for 0 < a < cos"(k,) - - -((I < -a<cos(k,)

From Scaled Surface Equation:

I • • )21-• " [ "i(kx ' ,r (A 28)

1- cosa *., ---- sinsin cosn- J+n +K=0

The der:ved expressions for . and T, are next suhsuituted into the scaled surface

equation resulting in an expresbion inolving only c- af snown in Eq (A.28). Provided
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an a value exists which satisfies this expression, two additional conditions must be

satisfied before declaring the existence of a valid critical point. After calculating the

critical point coordinates using the previously derived values of a, e, and T,, a check

must be made to ensure the velocity equations are satisfied. In doing so, ;. is first

calculated and checked to ensure it is negative. The right hand equality of Eq (A.6)

is then used to ensure the velocity equations are satisfied for the calculated ), value.

These checks, identified as Conditions #2 and #3 in Eq (A.29), if satisfied ensure the

critical point coordinates calculated are valid.

Provided a , 3 and t, exist:

X sign(9c)(k), - sin asin P) < 0 -Condition #2"

then (- k,)sign(9,) = (e - k)Vl - Z2 (A.29)

-2 (cosa
Z- = "Condcnon #3"

(,,- sina sin + (cos - kz)2

For the last major case to be considered, Case Ill, it is assumed that 5, # 0

and 7, = 0 and the derivation procedure parallels the process previousl3 usLJ for

Case II Since Y, = 0, the pa, tial derivatives of g(x,y,z) wit!, :espect to y varshes.

As such, only equality of the first and last expressions of Eq \A.6) is valid and the

velocity expression involving 15 and kv is used to establish the relavun,hip sho•,i All

Eq (A.30).
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Two subcases are considered as a result of this relationship, Case II.A for k,

equal to zero and Case III.B for k, not equal to zero. For 1B = sinasing = ky = 0,

Case III.A is further subdivided into two special cases. Case III.A.1 provides

solutions based on sinr = 0 or both sina = 0 and cosj3 = 0, and Case III.A.2

provides solutions based on cosp = 0 only. Eqs (A.31) thru (A.33) summarize the

results for Case III.A.1. The three conditions shown are derived by considering both

the velocity equations and surface constraint equation as shown. Given all three

conditions are satisfied, a critical point exists at 3C, = 3E, 0 = 0, and i, as given by

Eq (A.33).

For Case III: X * 0 and Y=0

yc0 -Y = 0
-2 ~2 (A.30)
r C

b-k = ý 5 =0 - =k, - yc=k,t, + 0

For Case IiA.1: k =0 and sina =0

ky =0 - , =0 "Condition #1"

sin 
-{ C = g, 

(A31)

a= knr I k = 0, t 1,12, ....

. =cosa=•l but e>k,>0 - e=1
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From The Vek.cay Equations:

)§ k(A.32)

0k,<o and f,>0
S< or Conditzon #2"

k,>0 and 1,<0

For X = sign(+,)k,

1-k_-_1= O~~~-k, = •.• zg= ---4C ,, 
(A.33)

Into the Scaled Surface Equation

S-,, +,-=- 0 "Condinton #3"

2

For Case III A Z, a detailed development procedure which parallels the process

used for Case II A.2 is required to obtain critical point solutions. Eqs (A.34)

thru (A.36) summarize resulit of the development process. As with the previous

case, the condition that Y, = 0 must again be satisfied. Under the asqamption that

sint = 0 and gien the range of p values specified in Eq (A.5), only two P values are

possible, 0 and 7r, as indicated in Eq (A 34). Solving for X from the velocity

equations allows for T, to be explhitly solved for as a function of a as indicated in

Eq (A.35). Introducing the function f(a), the Tc expression is substituted into the
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scaled surface equation resulting ini the final expression shown in Eq (A.36), a single

expression of one variable a. Provided an a exi~ts satisfying this expression, T, can

be calculated from Eq (A.35) and the critical point coordinates determined via

Eq (A.2).

For Case 111A 2:k = 0 and sin3 =0

y= 0 - jý, 0 'Conzdition 11I(34

sins 0~ - CosI =(k) I P~ = 0 or ~

- 6 -sin a cosp P(±sin a

From Velocity Equanrons:

J - ký= X X= sign(i,)[jk , sina~

-~ ~ .. kcs) 1 csi+,2  (A.35)
- k,(;:)sinuY i-(k,-cosx)2

- _ - _ _____ (k.-cosal ~ I<
Cosa J CV4

](Ik-,;sina," ,(k.-c)Sa)

For Case 111.13 A, is assumed to be non-zero. As a resu:., the final expression of

Eq (A.30) is ised to explicitly soN,~ -,-r T,, Icading to test Condition #1 shown !n

Eq 'A.37) Also. B = k, imý,Aies that B (.dn be explicitly -olved for and the range of

possible a values restricied as shown in Eq (A.38).
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From Scaled Surface Equation:

Letting. f(,) = , (k- cosa)

V (k,;:sina) )2 + (k, -cosa)

then T -[f( ) and z2 -f 2 (a) (A.36)

- 1-f 2(a) -I(±),a<a[f(a)- +I.,1+K :0

For 0 < a < cos•(k)

For Case Il.B: i, * 0, 9c =0 and k. 0

Yt ky (A.37)

where Oct"<' - Y' >0 "Condinon #1I

Since: = ky= sinasinp '0

then f3 sin-' _ _. 1
sinai si

for 0o< < cos-(k,) - s,,,(Ik, i) < a < cosl(k.)

The derived expressions for / and T, are rntxt substituted into the scaled serface

equation resulting in an expression involving only a as sr..-%n ir. Eq (A 39, Provided

an ac value exists which sat:sfies this expression, twk; W.dd'inonal .,;nJitions must be
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satisfied before declaring the existence of a valid critical point. Aftel calL..!_tmng the

critical point coordinates using the previously derived values of a, 6, and T,, a thrck

must be made to ensure the velocity equations are sat:bfied. In doing so, I is first

calculated and checked to ensure it is negative. The left-hand and right-hand

expressions of Eq (A.6) are equated and used to ensure the veloe:ity equations are

satisfied for the calculated I value. These checks, identified as Conditions #2

and #3 in Eq (A.4), if satisfied ensure the critical point coordinates calculated are

valid.

From Scaled Surface Equation:

- I _'si ky-(A.39)
k , . k I o

kk 
1  ~sieJ

Provided a , • and tc extst:

I sig+(,)(k, - sine cosp) < 0 'Cordirion #~2'

then (d - k,)szgn(i,) L= - kV_)11 - (A.40)

-s - k "Condition #3'
(k, - stna cosP)2 ý (coscr - k
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Appendix B: Apertnre Mechanzical Scanning

Mechanical scanning of a planar phased-array is considered in this appendix.

Mechanical scanning is employed as a "simple" method for varying the main beam

pointing direction while maintaining a relatively symmetrical radiation pattern;

typically not the case for electronic beam steering via phase tapering across the

elements. As such, mechanical steering may potentially reduce/hsolate some

monopulse boresight errors being considered during analysis. Given the desire to

scan the anteqna main bý.am to an arbitrary location, the task at hand is to determine

the scanned location of all elements within the array relative to the spherical

coordinate origin, the point about which the antenna array pivots The goal is to

derive simpidfied mathematical expressions foi the rotateJ/scanned element

coordinates in spherical form, negaung the need to perform a more computationally

intense rectangulai coordinate rotation followed by a rectangular-to-spherical

conversion, a process which would be required for each antennla element at each

desired scan angle.

X, = x (cn)S2 0cos0o + sm 24o) - y cos4 0 sin1%(1 - cos 0 ,)

y, = -x cos4o sin o (1 - cosO0) - y (sin2r4cosO0 - cos24o) (B.1)

z, = -x cos 43 sin 0 - y sin ý0 sin 0 ,

Previous mechanical scanning derivations typical!y generated and utilized

rectangular coordinate rotatioIn cquations to arrie at expressions for the rotated
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element locations. The rotated rectangular coordinates given by Eq (B.1) are an

example of the type of expre.,sions usually derived, where 6o is the antenna scan

angle from the z-axis in the 0. direction as measured from the positive x-axis 112]_

Froin Eq (B.1) it is readily apparent that use of these equations io determine the

rotated element locations in spherical coordinates is computationally intense,

requinng four trigonometric function calculations, two squaring operations, :n excess

of fifteen mulupheations. additions, and/or subtractions, as well as, invocation of a

rectangular-to-spherical conversion routine. The computational intensity is further

compounded when considering two d-tditional factors. First, the calculations may be

required for antenna arrays vhich typically are composed of 100 or more antenna

elements. Second, scanning the antenna array in one plane may itself require

calculations to be carried out for a large number of discretc antenna scain angles.

possibly requiring 100 or more to obtain accurate, reliable, and ontisistent output

data. As such, minimizing the .computational btirden while increasing efficiency is the

kEy motivating force behind the following discu~ssion.

Detailed information is provided on the derivation process used in developing the

final equations for determining the rctated antenna element locations in spherical

coordtmlies. in developing the equarions, the apeiture is intially assumed to be

Iocalel ,n the x-y plane. The aperture is r.atated'scanred about the origin to an angle

0o fromn the z-axis in a dirt-ctin specified by 0,, froni the positive x-amis (this

conven:,on is .ons;stent with the convention used in establishing the expressions

oi Eq (B.1 ,. For any given antenna element, initially located at the point (r,.2.)

in -pnerwcal eourainates. ,, final. element locat:on is required and wil! N- specifie, t"y
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the coordinates (v,0,,,,) after r•tationiscanning. For the specified coordinate system,

the following variable ranges are defineo. r, > 0, 0 _. 0o :5 7-I2 0 5 1,, 0, :< -x, and

-7r < p,, p,, 0. :; 7r,. The restriLtion on the maximum scan angle of 0o = 7,/2 results

from conjidering onrd .,an angles such tLat rays emanating normal to the aperture

surface intersect the radome surface under consideiation.

y

q E

E'-

D j '

Figure B ! Case I Scanning Geom.trx, , < - ,

The developnient profess -ioLeeds by considerivg tio special cases •hi.t are

d, inguishable by the value ofr relative to ,op fcr a gier .,-tenna eemcnt Cawe I

applies to all antenna eiemer.ts where o, < -, + c- and Case II applies fo all

elements where o. - i < o, < o, The geometr) etabhshe. for cosidering eazl

case is as illustrated in Figures B.! and B 3 for Case I and Case !., respeetwiel). Fol

both of these figures, the folowint; definwtns are oiade.
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p = axis perpendicular to the z-axis located 0. from the x-axis

q = axis perpendicular to the z-axis and p-vaxs about which rotation
by 0 occurs

=i axis parallel top along which the tip of 7P follows as 00 varies

=F vecior "ýProjecuion' of f in !he x-y plane for a specified 0. value

D =distance from the origin top I as measured along the q-a;.is
(Note that D = r 01 which occurs for 6. = 7r,2)

E =distance from the q--axis to the tip of T as measured along the
P'-axis

E = distance fromn the q-axis to the tip of F, as measured along the
p' -axis

a= angle measlired from q-axis to F

y =- angle measured fr'.,m q-axis to 7

The distarce E, is e.~tablished by observing that variation In 0, frcm 0 to -,T/2

causes F to rotate about the q-axis in a clockwise direction as viewed in the 4-q

direction. -in doing so, the tip of 'r traces out a quarter-ciccle It, the ---p'I plance as

shown in Figure B.2. The quarter-circle generated will lie either in the "lciver-hIwif

of the z-p I plane, the catbe shown in Figure B.2 tor o. - 0r2 < (p , - -r/2. Gr In

the "upper-halilf of the z-'plane which occurs whten p. - ;. < o < 7 '2, or

q,+ 7r < o,< ir,2 In either case, the tip of "Drowection" F~ lies on the p I -axis

at a distance of El Ecos(O6,) frcii; the q-axis Theuppc-r-/alfY'iowei-half'

relationship of ttic quarte.-circle will be taken into consideration later when

developing ýi expression for 0, Wilh lial geomeitr,. relationships established and thle

quantities r, ;p,. 0,. and (1, given, the derivation pru~css for computinig , for Case I

proceeds as follows,
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z Y
A p

E cos(O%)4

-- ~ ~ -.------- pp Y

E ws(O0 )

Figure B.2. Geornetr, For Estumlishing E~cck'fe,) Quantity

For C"Ase IEqs ;B.2ý thru (B.4) were devcloped by considerin~g tlic geometry

estjtiishec rEteure B.A. With the JLuantltles, -, R. and E determniiecý an expsi~r~inl

for a v, caica!ate.- bý zonsidering mne gceometry prese~stea in Future, B2 'oa

cxoressicr., Ejiven by HEq (B.f i, ~s u!tco in ~oritunctior, with zhc gume-zi-'ýs~hi~e

in Fiaure 2 f-,~ nhta' me :otatt-c scanned m, expivssint- az gmer ' E B 6)

B 2

Li '~ -; n- -,'D 18.



E = !i1 sin(y) r-!i1 cos(4>.-%) (B.4)

Cc = (tan-, Eeos(8) ) I -cos(4-i) cos(O) (B.5)
D sin(4-)

4 ý + a- o ' = two + ta - s
2 - sm(,-4,) f (B.6)

For ýý < €, <

The process used in deriving thc 0, expression for Case I is next appued for

Case II, 0. - 7r < o, < •., with geometrical relationships as estaohshed in Figure B-3

Eqs (B.7) thru (B.10) summarize the results of applying the procedure over this

region with the final 0, expression gien by Ei t BE.11, The onservation is made that

Eqs (B.6) and kB 1 n. -lil% i tne ± - sign preceding the 7r/2 quantity, and the

m- 'r the- ' nuierator7 .- fno=;nator ot in- arctangent argument

Applying ýh, ._t;. acn u-opertn ;iver n =z (B 12 to EL, B : it can -1e shown

, Eqj t. 6 ),,. .:ual ,ci-'lcai "ressions herebre -egardlesN ý-"

the re'Clati,,st D nt-a*- '.'ýr - c•u•tsor zn 'e asec to caiculaia trle -il-n.

o f ae antenna z:,-e- . r",- nsi!,c it

"- 'ii



D lfJ sin(y) co %I~ OS4j~ (B.8)

E If,! sin(y) Ii-j cos(4y-4t) (B.9)

c soo Jcos(4i.-4.)cos(O)

p

FiutB 3 CINC A SCZ17in11 r 'e, <i 0,

fflm-- W.R-M.I



a- + = (P - . -I f cos(4 o-43)cos (O ,) }2 "2 1 -sne-, (B.11)

For Po- n < <4i

tan-t,(_A = tan-' -A) (1.2

=~ E' E. 2cos(0)

= ¢ I1 sin2( P,-4) - !Frl cos2 o-4(,)cos
2(6) (B.13)

= Ie! ¢ 1- -nS2(0e-o)Sin?2 (0o)

The next task is to calculate O, the rotated/scanned 0 value of the antenna

element being considered. The first step in determining 0, is to calculate the

magnitude of F',. Referring to Figure B 2, the magnitude of T', is obtained by

applying Pythagirean's Theorem to the triangle shown, resulting in the final

expression as given by Eq (B.13). This magnitude expression is valid for each of the

two cases previously considered, regardlezs of the relat'onship between 0, and P..

Using this mgnitude expression, the plane containing TP and F is considered to

calculate AO,, the change in the antenna element's 0 component resulting from

rotation by 00 about the .-.ixis. Considering this plane. the expression for A0, is

obtained as given by Eq kB.14 ) This equation is based on the fact that the



magnitude of T rem-ains unchangeit -roughout t -L'u¶scdffiflt' "roces'sI

?P= IF1, since the aperture pivot, ý ,i the or gin

cos(AA = -6'

eIF

'A

i i P

Figure B.4 Regions For D-ermim: r -)du..it iun/Su,-tractLon

As mentioned previously, toe r( ation of ar aut toe q-axi as 0o i arn, rom

o to 7r/2 produces a quarter-circle w,-.hIi lies eath- ,n ie "upper ialff or 'Zow,- ialf'

of the z-p' plane. This "upper-half'tlower.-,/ rca ,o; mrp determir.ts wne,-•-

value of a8. given by Eq (B 14) is to oe ,.-iraaeu 'r, -n Cyr aGC.L le into.

value. Since all antenna elements are in the >-, 7t x - .i u ,on. teir inl it

0, component is equal to 7r/2. Theretore, an ZILc1'!t s rot.iteu; .,lue is >impk
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AO'2 _ ,. T e q ,.stion is, "When should AO, be added or subtracted?". To answer

Su,, cutstirn .on. t:1 he diagram shown in Figure B.4. Three separate cases exist

,feerT1. ed --- 'he an enna element's initial 0, value relative to 0..

-- ,i i,,enn,, ements located in Region A, including the positive p-axis, the tip

7 trasx:; jt a quarter-zircle lying :n the "lower-half' of the z-p' plane; for this

egion 6, -= - !B.. For antenna elements located in Region B, including the

.,t•tjve p-axis, ert Lp _f Y traces out a quarter-circle lying in the "upper-half' of the

--o' IJane, iý - his region 0, = 7r/2 - AO,. Lastly, points located on the q-axis do not

experience an, -1i,,-ge in 0 value, in this case 0, = 0, = .T/2. Coasidering these

-oe al ýxoressjon for 0, is obtained and may be summarized as given by

S6, = 4 - cos'{V-cs(~4)sn(}

2 H)

o (B.15)
S(+) for 0•14, -4o!•-

Sia•e 2 where -n < I% - 7:

2
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Appendix C: Aperture Electronic Scanning

Electronic scanning of a planar phased array ,s considered in this appendix. A

phased array aperture is an antenna whose main beam maximum direction or pattern

shape is primarily controlled by the relative phase of the element excitation currents

on the array [13]. Assuming the elements and array feed network form a passive

reciprocal structure, the phased array will exhitit identical far-fie!d patterns both

transmission and receptions modes []4]. The following development is based on a

receive formulation, consistent wah rnuinc pulse receiver tracking requirements.

",f(x.,yz) - 0

Os S(0,0'z) k- ,'

(xo ,y..zj)

x

Figure C.I Aperture Electrical Scanning Geometry

S~In de,• •ping expressions for the phol~e weight €.(m) ot an arbdtrary array

element located at (x,,,,,) far-field conditions are assumed As such, the E-Field
incident on the array is considered to he a Uniform Plane Wave (UPW) As
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established in Figure C.1, the UPW surface is given by f(x,y,z) = 0 with the plane

wave itself being specified by E,. Additional vector quantities identified in Figure C.1

are defined as follows:

E• = Inc:dent E-Field at gimbal point (0,0,zd

E. = Incident E-Field at min element location (x,,y.,z,)

1 = Vector from gimbal point to reference plane

.= Vector from element location to reference plane

t= Vector from coordinate origin to gimbal point

7= Vector from coordinate origin to m' array element

Letting 0, and o, represent the spherical coordinate angles which define the

desired aperture scan direction, unit direction vector k is formed as indicated in

Eq (C.1). Since k represents the direction from which the aperture response is

desired to be a maximum, a UPW incident fiora this direction is considered. This

condition dictates that Vf(x,y,z) = k for all (xi,yi,zf) on the reference surface. The

resulting expression for the reference surface is as given by Eq (C.2).

Given 0. and 4•,

k = k y Si + kz = sin O. cos ,, sin0,sin49, + cos0,•

Fr Vf(x,y,z) =k

f(x,y,z) k x + ky y kz + C

The unknown C in Eq tC.2) is solved for by noting that the vector sum of F,
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and D5 must lie on the reference surface. This constraint allows for the value of C

to be solved for as specified in Eq (C.3), which when substituted into Eq (C.2) results

in the final expression for f(x,y,z) as given by Eq (C.4). This equation completely

describes the reference surface for given scan angles and specified gimbal point

location.

Given ft + D satisfies f(x,y,z) = 0

21k~ 2kz 2 (C.3)f[ Dk-.,o k,,z,, kz% )] = Dm k ý + , •k; ) + z k,k + C -0 .3

- C = -(D + zgk)

f(x,y,z) = kxx k ~y - k(z - zg) - D = 0 (C.4)

Given F. -i ,, satisfies f(x,y,z) = 0

ft(x. + Dký),(y. Dk,), (z. + Dk,)] = 0
_= (C.5)

_ ~ ~ ~ x (k•. y. k, + z. k) + D. (k-ý + k,2 - k)-z w+2k=

- (D, - D) = -(x,kk-+ y,,,kY - (z,, -zg)k,

For a pattern ma.,mum to occur at given scan direction k, responses from all

elements within the array must coherently sum. Since a far-fielu assumption is made,

all rays emanating from the UPW reference surface which are incident on the

aperture element. are approximately parallel. Therefore, an arbitrary array element
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may be chosen for developing the final expression for -. (m). Given arbitrary

element location (x.,y.,z.) as indicated in Figure C.1, the vector sum of f. and D.

is constrained to lie oii the reference surface and must satisfy Eq (C.4). Enforcing

this constraint results in the final expression relating D. and D as given by Eq (C.5).

The difference between D. and D corresponds to phase delay variances experience

along the two propagation paths.

Given E,= E, e

= E, 6'0'eO) e" -b = El e~t° *4 JQ)i (C.6)

=. - E1 d€ €€' e''" = E, eJr• -,-.x

For Coherent Summaanon

roD - (ý, - 4(o) = KOD , - -%(r) (C.7)

-4,(m) = K((Dý, - D) + 4,(o) z Ko(D, - D)

Given the incident E-Fteld E,, expressions for the E-Fields incident at the gimbal

omint and element location may be expressed as given in Eq (C.6). Free-space

propagation constant K. is introduced to conivert distance variations into appropriate

radian phase variations. For coherent summation to occur, the final phase terms of

the two incident E-Fields in Eq (C.6) must be equvalent. Eq (C.7) shows the result

of equating the two phase terms. In simplfying the final expression, the phase

reference for all aperture elements was arbiirar.') chosen to be the aperture center
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at (0,0,z,), eliminating o,(o) from the final expression. Results of Eq (C.5) and

definitions established in Eq (C.1) are substituted into Eq (C.7) to arrive at the final

phase weight expression given by Eq (C.8). Given arbitrary element locations and

a desired scan direction, this expression is used to determine phase weights for all

elements within the phased array aperture.

i ,m) = -K.{Ix.k.,+ y.k,- (z. - z,) k.}

-2n (C.8)
= 0,- _{sioe(X.cos 5 + .ysin4+) +Cos o6(Z -z,)}
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